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University Women sponsor open house at SUB
The Boise Branch of the
American Association of Univ-
ersity Women (AAUW) is
sponsoring an Open House for
all graduating senior women
March 24th from 3 to5 pm in the
Ada Lounge of the BSU Student
Union. The open house will
climax a month-long member-
ship drive by the local branch of
this international women's or-
ganization.
The AAUW was f~unded in
January, 1882, to further the
idea that women university
graduates, through association,
could make substantial intellec-
tual and cultural contributions
to their world. From a base of 6S
women the AAUW has grown to
a membership of over 190,000
with international associations
with the International Federa-
tion of University Women which
links women in 54 countries.
Since its conception the
AAUW has sought to expand
opportunities for women so they
might choose their own life-
styles and careers. AAUW has
consistently been in the fore-
front' of the women's rights
movement starting with the
push for women's suffrage
. through its active support for
the passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment. The Association
encourages the continued ed-.
ucation of women through its
Educational Foundation. The
AAUW Fellowship Program is
the oldest and largest non-
university program of graduate
fellowships for U.S. women.
More than 3,000 awards have
been made to U.S. women and
women from 80 other countries.
A Research and Projects pro-
gram provides funds for public
service projects, publications,
pilot studies and research.
Grants are available for mem-
bers' projects which offer
significant findings or service.
Through Branch programs·
and federal and state legislative
activity, AAUW evidences a
continuing commitment in four
interest areas -- Education,
International Relations,' Com-
unity and Cultural Interests.
Within these four areas, there is
a special concern for the
following: early childhood and
continuing education, quality of
the environment, consumer
protection, support of the
United Nations, liberalization of
foreign trade, participation in
the arts, and support for
community and state arts
. councils and museums. To
support these commitments, the
AAUW adopts a federallegislat-
ive program at each biennial
convention. Most state divisions
adopt their own state program
and work to see it through.
AAUW members have a direct
participation in determining key
interests and concerns from
which programs emerge by
voicing their concerns every two
years.
Branch membership in the
AAUW offers each woman
university graduate the oppor-
tunity to work effectively for
changes she feels important and
the loyal and warm support of
her peers. Any woman holding a
baccalaureate or higher degree
from an institution on the'
AAUW list of qualified institu-
tions, or a degree from a foreign
institution recognized by the
International Federation of Uni-
versity Women (IFUW) shall
receive admission to AAUW
membership upon presenting
proper credentials and payment
of dues. AAUW is inclusive; not
exclusive. For further informa-
tion contact: Shirley McCullen,
376-0031, or Ella Mae Winans,
Corporate Representative, Math
Dept. BSU, Room MC-20t.
NEH Summer Seminar opens
Washington, D.C. -- The
National Endowment for the
Humanities' Summer Seminars
for College Teachers will begin
in June with 106 seminars at
institutions ill 28 states. Applic-
ations for the Summer Seminars
program will remain open for all
interested college teachers until
March 15. The Summer Semin-
ars provide opportunities for
..college faculty members to work
in their areas of interest under
- the direction of distinguished
scholars and to have available
the resources of a major library
suitable for advanced study .
Applications for the Summer
Seminars are invited from
teachers who are part of the
undergraduate faculty in a
two- or four-year college or in a
university. The candidate must
hold a terminal Master's degree
or a Ph. D. and have taught for
at least three years in an
undergraduate program.·
The purpose of the Summer
Seminar program ~ to give
the opportunity to each partici-
pant to sharpen his understand-
ing of his discipline and, improve
his ability to convey this
knowledge to college students.
The college teachers who are
selected for each Seminar will
participate fully with eleven of
their colleagues. Under the
guidance of a seminar director,
participants will attend the
seminar, complete seminar as-
signments, and pursue personal
studies of their own choosing.
Approximately two-thirds of
the average $44,000 which has
been granted for each Summer
Seminar by the National En-
dowment for the Humanities.
will be used to provide a stipend
of $2,000 to each seminar
participant for a tenure period of
two months. A travel allowance
of up to $400 is also provided,
(unless the participant is within
commuting distance of the
institution at which he will be
studying).
Applications for the Summer
Seminars may be obtained by
contacting:
The Division of Fellowships
National Endowment for the
Humanities
MS-101
806 15th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20506
nt
"Corsage PIas One" Is ODe of the e:ddblts at BSU fuaIty member John Taye's one-man s~w at the
BoiSe Gallery of Art later this month. For related story see page 2. [Photo courtesy Art Department]
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laye has show at Gallery
BSU art instructor, John Taye,
, will have a one-man show of his
paintings and drawings at Boise
Gallery of Art in Julia Davis
Park, March 12 through April
10. His paintings are in oil and
his drawings are in charcoal or
pen and ink.
Taye is a graduate' of Univer-
sity of Utah in 1969and received
a MFA degree from Otis Art
Institute of Los Angeles County
in 1972. At the 58th National
Orange Show in 1973, Taye
received first place and honor-
able mention. There have been
fifteen exhibits to his credit and
this will be his fourth one-man
showing.
Taye stated"I can't say exactly
what my paintings and drawings
are about, but I can offer the
following ideas that relate to my
work and perhaps help viewers
to better understand what I am
doing. I hesitate to intellectu-
alize and verbalize about what is
essentially a visual matter"
especially where my own work is
concerned. Part of the
attraction of art, to me, is the
element of the elusive, the
mysterious, and the suggested,
so I resist the tendency to
explain exactly what a work of
art is or is not."
He further commented:"While
I usually deal with recognizable
images of things, often my
underlying concern is with the
formal aspects of visual art; how
the values, shapes and colors
relate as an abstract entity. I
spend a lot of time arranging
things and doing compositional
sketches before beginning a
painting. Searching for a design
and order is important to me."
'v "My work is, in a sense, an
escape, it represents a world
that I would like to see exist.
My paintings and drawings are
a wish-fulfillment, a fantasy.
Whatever mood or feeling or
design that exists in them is
something I have imposed on
reality, to make it appear as I
would like it to be."
The showing is open to the
public at no charge.
Sorority signs five members
The Episilon Nu Chapter of the
Alpha Chi Omege Sorority is
pleased to announce the initia-
tion of five new members:
Karen Beck, daughter of Mr. &
Mrs. R.G. Beck, Vaccaville, Ca;
Susan Buttcane, daughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Buttcane,
Blackfoot, ld; Melody Lilley,
daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Earl
Lilley, Emmett, ld; Katie E.
Rood, daughter of Mr. & Mrs
Leland Rood, Emmett, Id; and
Debbi S. Wadsworth, daughter
of Mr. & Mrs. T. J. Wadsworth,
Idaho Falls, ld.
The initiation was held at the
First Presbyterian Church and
was followed by a dinner at the
Golden Star Restraunt. Melody
Lilley received the highest
pledge G.P.A. Award and
Karen Beck was honored with
the outstanding pledge award.
The Alpha Chi's would also
like to 'list their new officers for
1977 as follows: Pres. Evadena
Hunsperger, 1st Vice Pres.:
Sheree Helmick, 2nd Vice Pres.:
Margaret Evans, 3rd Vice
Pres.: Kirnmley Tuller, Rush
Chairman: Kathy Monagle,
Secretary: Susan Buttcane,
Treasurer: Melody Lilley, His-
torian: Debbi Wadsworth, So-
cial Chairman: Katie Rood, and
Pannellenic Delegate, Karen
Beck.
Alpha Chi Omega was first
founded in October 1885 at De
Pauw University as a Musical
Sorority, but by 1914 it had
become a completely social
organization.
The purposes of Alpha Chi
Omega are "to encourage the
spirit of true sisterhood; to
develop, through personal ef-
'Intercollegiate Knights'
The Intercollegiate Knights,
National Honorary Service
Fraternity, is an active group
on campus that started in
1940. The IK's have been
involved in many service and
social activities on BSU cam-
pus. Here is your chance to be
an active part of the campus
. and community. You're wel-
come to check us out.
Tuesdays 6:00pm SUB
Teton Room
fort, a high moral and mental
standard, and to advance the
appreciation and practice of the
allied arts among its members.
Alpha Chi also provides lifelong
sisterhood as well as friendship
for collegiate women.
Guzie takes
second straight
music contest
For the second consecutive
year, BSU senior Andy Guzie
has won' the annual Compton
Composition Contest. The
contest is sponsored by the
Idaho Federation of Music
Clubs and is open to Idaho
residents under 25 years of age.
Guzie, a music theory/compo-
sition major and student of J.
Wallis Bratt, took both first and
second places in the contest.
His winning compositions were
"Rondo for String Quartet,"
'and "Light Wing Smoke", a
song for voice and piano.
Doise State
Shotokan
Karate Club
Practices Monday,
Wednesday
& Thursday,
7pm inBSU Gym
every week.
Interested persons
welcome!
Tax assistance free
Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance (VITA) is available at
no charge every Wednesday,
until April 15 in the Nez Perce
room from 10:00 AM to 6:00
PM with additional sessions
held on March 26 and April 9.
This service is intended for
those people who can not afford
to pay for professional income
tax assistance.
Volunteers consist of BSU
accounting majors who receive
two credit hours under the
independent study program for
performing this service. Cur-
rently, there are twenty-five
students participating.
Since its inception in Boise in
1976 by the Internal Revenue
Service, VITA has widened its
scope considerably so that
now, not only are taculty
members and students advised
but also, people in the com-
munity. In its first year at Boise
VITA reached over 250 tax
payers. This year the volunteers
have assisted approximately 400
persons and they hope to reach
up to 1000 before the tax season
has ended. They have handled
sixteen states so far, including
Maine, New Mexico, California,
Oregon and /Montana. The
volunteers lY.tve worked with
everything from the 1040
(a short form individual tax
return) to the non-alien resident
tax form. They are familiar with
every schedule as associated
with the federal filing require-
ments. In fact, the only tax form
they have not handled is the one
having to do with corporate
taxes.
According to Frank Needham,
a two-year VITA coordinator,
this service is beneficial not only
to the people receiving the
service but to the volunteer. He
feels that the volunteers are
gaining a real appreciation of
the large variety of tax forms
avaliable, while they learn how
to work with people.
A constraint that the
volunteers must work within is
the Privacy Act of 1974 which
says that the individual who is
assisting the tax payer must
advise the tax payer, that the
information being collected is
used only for the preparation of
the tax returns. The information
will not be provided to any
unauthorized individual. Failure
to comply with this act creates
the possibility of a felony charge
against the violator.
Needham further commented:
"The most important tljing
about the program is that the
VITA volunteer does not
prepare the return- rather they
assist the tax payer in the
preparation of his/her own
return. So, fundamentally, we
are teaching the tax payer how
to prepare his/her own return.
The chapter recently installed
new ?fficers for this year. These
offic~rs included Julie Kangas,
president: Ann Babbitt, vice-
president; Janet Trueax, re-
cording secretary; Mary Rector,
Gamma Phi celebrates 7th
corresponding secretary; Ann
Babbitt, pledge director; and
Julie Alexander, social chair-
man
Baha'is hold annual fast
(Arabic for 'gate'), who at the
age of 25, announced Himself as
a messenger of God in the year
1844. As "prayer and fasting is
the cause of awakening and
mindfulness ... "), the month of
the fast is a time of renewable
purification, physical and
spiritual, and of preparation for
the New Year (Naw Ruz), which
is celebrated by Baha'i's glob-
ally on the 21st of March.
BSU Baha'i Association
DOnrD 1 nrI\D TI1IS1
The Delta Beta chapter of
Gamma Phi Beta celebrated its
seventh birthday on February
21. The birthday banquet was
held at North's Chuck Wagon
and the following new initiates
were honored: Mitzi Carpenter,
Paula Corbett, Martha McKen-
na, Luana Morcom, Teri Paine,
Mary Rector, Debra Savelle and
Gaea Walker.
CftI\IG tlUItST @ DOD LrnnOn-
I ron srl1I\ Tons' finTS @ SClrncrs I
Beginning March 2 through
March 20, Baha'i's throughout
the world are participating in
the annual fast during the
Baha'i month of Ala' (loftiness).
No food or drink is taken during
this nineteen day period from
sunrise to sunset.
The Baha'i calender-a solar
calender of nineteen months
with nineteen days each, and
four(annual) Intercalary days-
was inaugerated by the Bab
�:-
~.r Motorcyclel"icJer fells
.. ,
A move by. Represe~tative The~'House~f Represeritatlves ...
.RuSty Bailon (R~Pocatello).to caught it before the string was.
repeal Idaho'amotorcycle hel- . voted on; however.
met' law. failed last Thursday.· The .Senate has', passed .'· a
46-23~' ... .,. . motorcycle helmetlaw repealer
.. Barlow attempted to' attach butithe House ,Transportation
the repealer on to another string Committee. voted to .hold . it in
of amendnients .pertaining to ...'. committee,". Which; ·for, all .
motorcycle traffic safety laws.· practical purposes; kills it.' .
Oregon bans .aeroso;
propellant; problems arise
There is also . no ~list od
products that use flourocarbons
available.· .
Ex-President can get bored
. Idaho's neighboring state of
Oregon became the first state
last week to ban: the sale of
sprays that use flourocarbons as
propellants; . ., I
Oregon's .stateIegislature
passed· the ban in ·1975 after
evidence that flourocarbons .
damage the earth's .protective
ozone layer was presented -.
Anyone convicted of selling.
aerosol cans ilsingflourocar-.··
bons faces a penalty of one year
.in jail and a 51,000 fine. Therejs .
a problem: with the bill,
however; because no enforcer is
named. .
J
I
The new law does not prohibit
the use' of aerosol cans, only
their sale. So anyone wishing to
return to the traditional prod-
ucts.needonly Cross the state's
borders to make their purchas-
es. The law's backers admits,
though, that this attitude
defeatsthe bill's purpose e .
Once the new teaaatllaadlord bmll siPed by ~~r John Evalll, stUdents wtiIno longer have to p.y
exorbitant prices to rent apartments 8uchu these In the Inner city.
-. . .' '.. .
Tenant llandlordbiJI passed
..~
faDure' to' .proVide reasonable: 'reason the bill passed this year'.
warerproofing;faiJure to ,main-! . '. was that die tenant and landiord:
tain electrical, plumbing, heat- ! organizations met before. the'
ing, ventilating, cooling or: session started, and ironed out
sanitary facilities or for main-\ differences andcompromised.
,. taining· the .premises . in. a \ . Those groups included apart-
manner hazardous to the health • ment owners, college student
or safety of the tenant,. I ,. groups" 'realtors, the Better- :
. The .bill also states a tenant: Busiriess Bureau, retired per-
, ,may sue a landlord for failure to ' , . sons' organiZations and .the
return a security deposit or.forl·' Attorney General's office. ,
.failure to provide a signed I . ..Galdersaid that this is just an'
statement as to why' all or part 0 ; example of what .can' .be
the deposit:was withheld. .1 ·she~when "all groups
According to Representativ .. .sit down 8he,ad of time· and ..
. James·· Galder (R-Boise); the.· . discuss their needs.".
. . ....
· b.r.BarbBrlclweD .
Last week, after years of
J struggle, controversy and eomp-
romise, the tenant-landlordbill"
· passed the Idaho State 'Senate
5642.
The measure, House Bill 34,
now goes *0 Governor John
Evans for his signature or veto.
· It is e~Cted that Evans Will ..
.. sign the bill into law. .:
a more permanent- basis. Maybe Among .the provisions.in the
'he'il ach'ieve,' the tenure he,.· bill ate sections that allow a
nussed mNovember·tenantto sue 'a landlord· for
.If, the. ban in Oregon' is .'
.. successful, it is feasible, it could. , ". I
be passed nationwide. ' . I
: ,
Right-to~worl(.
idropped· in Senate
. . - . . .
A GUARANTEED\ FIT·
'*lOWAMOUNTAINBQOTS: .
*DANNER TRAIL SHOES..* SMOKE JUA~PERS! L
*GALIBIER·VERCORS
()uryeors of: .
. outdoor experience.
.011 over 'North Americo. I·
........~ ~ssureyo~·thqt·you will ne.Ye:r
. .1 beover~bootedorm isfitted.'
·BDQ.TW:QRKS'
,. 344-3821".. .. .
51S'-MAIN SJ~EETJ,. ' ,I
~urrently in the Hou~e to allow
placing the issue on November's·
municipal, election ballot out;'
Right-to-work woUld prohibit ..
Union shops . requiring .tbat '.a.
worker pay union dues after a
certain period of time m order to·.
have a job.' Th~ Taft-Hartley,
· Ac(a fed~ral· bill, already
•prohibits cloSed shops; ... .
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editorial
What price service?
Boise State University's student government, the ASBSU,
exists to serve the student. Unfortunately, the system of"
rewarding servants of the ASBSU (Service Awards) impairs the I
organization's efficiency for two reasons: 1) the structure of
service-awards is plagued by inequities and 2) the grants are so
small that many competent individuals cannot afford to serve in
the government.
Presently, some student leaders are paid pitifully small sums
for their efforts. One would be hard-pressed to ·find a member of,
student government who is overpaid, but examples of]
underpayment and of inequitable payment abound. The most
glaring instance of the former is the student senate, where
elected representatives receive only $60 a month for what I
amounts to a full-time job. As for the latter -- the editor of the I
ARBITER is awarded $135 a month, while ad salespeople in his'
employ can make in excess of $600 a month because they are
paid on commission; many ARBITER staff writers, who are paid
- by the column inch, make $100 more than the news and sports
editors for whom they work; students who perform two or more
functions in the government are allowed to receive only one
service award; a number dedicated student leaders receive no
compensation whatsoever for working as much as 20 hours per
week; others are doing jobs that private enterprise would pay
them $10,000-plus a year for, and are getting less than $900 from
student government. '
With these facts in mind, it isn't difficult to understand why
the ASBSU cannot attract enough qualified personnel nor expect .
maximum performance from those in its employ. One cannot put
in a 40-hour week for student government, work a job to pay the'
bills and be a full-time student. Advancement into positions'
where experience is badly needed is inhibited by the' structure
(an ARBITER staff writer, for example, takes a cut in pay if he
accepts on editorial position). AlJ members of studem
government, including those who serve in the Senate and other
elective oiiices., must be independently.wealthy or sacrifice
efficiency to some degree by dividing their time between the
jobs. And few people of great ability will labor long and hard for
nothing at all.
To those who continue to persevere under this system, you
have the gratitude of this publication. But drastic revision is
needed, and quickly, before more human resources are wasted.
One step in the right direction would be to restructure the
awards to provide some form of incentive -- amounts received
should reflect the number of hours spent working: Perhaps
fringe benefits such as tuition waivers and free admission to all
ASBSU-sponsored activities could be arranged. Another
possibility would be to let department heads set guidelines for
the grants within their own divisions. There should also be a way
to compensate students who serve the ASBSU in more than one
capacity. Naturally, the cost of the service award program would
be greater. However, the benefits in increased effectiveness of
student government would be both tangible and immediate. '
M.M.
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the fifth column r----------------....
'Weed Eater' sponsors Nixon
"
MARGULIES
by Chuck Bufe
Richard "How much more can one man take?"
Nixon is still "suffering". The February 26th:
issue of The Nation disclosed that Nixon has
reportedly been paid $600,000 for granting an
interview to British entrepeneur David Frost.
As the commercial networks are having no
part ofthe video-taped interview, the owners of
the package have turned to an organization
called Syndicated Services, which has lined up
125 stations to televise Frost and Nixon. Their
only problem is that they're having a tough time
locatin~ sponsors.
To date, the only sponsors they've found are
an as-yet-unidentified automobile cornpany.]
, .and a Houston based corporation with the
strangely apropos title Weed Eater.
That fact has stimulated a certain amount of
useless, but highly entertaining, speculation as
to possible sponsors for the interview. A few of
my nominations are: Veg-O-Matic (for obvious
reasons); Ronco (the best of the White House
taped, available on LP and 8 track); and the
official travel agency of the Government of
?tile--! i~a?~e their s~iel would be something
like this: VISit the quaint torture chambers in
the heart of historic downtown Santigo, where
" the time tested methods of the Inquisition are
combined with the very best in modern
American technology .. ",
At any rate, it's rather interesting, and fitting,
that the corporations for which he did so much,
have deserted Nixon like rats fleeing a sinking.
ship.
••••••
Forbidden FruIt Dept.
A recent Associated Press dispatch reports:
that because of the highly publicized trial and]
conviction of ..fIusder magazine publisher Larry
Flint, on charges of "pandering obscenity" and'
engaging in "organized crime," demand for
Husder has nearly doubled. AP reports that
Hustler's office has received more than 2
million orders for its March issue which it is,
unable to fill. .
While few would argue against the contention
that Hastler is tasteless and disgusting, the ApI
report confirms once again .the fact that
restricting, or attempting to restrict, access. to
pornography, increases the demand for it.
••••••
-Y"'U'"'\..~-V
WASTE NOT,
ENJOY NOT.
The Idaho Statesman has evidently hired an
alumnus of the National Enquirer as its front
page story editor. While I have no direct
evidence, the selection of photos and articles
appearing on the Statesman's front page in
recent months tends to confirm my theory.
The photos have been bad-. close-ups of cute:
kids and animals adnauseam--and the stories
have been even worse, generally being either
trivial or lurid. Some representative headlines
are:"Fireman Dies After Perilous Amputa-
tion"; "Gunshot Murders Princess"; "Mother
Kills Husband, Two Children: Then Turns
Pistol on Herself"; "Racer Hospitalized on
Wedding Night"'; "Plane Pulled from LuckyI
Peak'''; "Bigamist's Wife Begs Food
Stamps": "Now He can Watch Captain Kanga-
roo"; "Girl's Death Ends Mother's Anguish:
Machines Couldn't Keep Boisean Alive";
"River Odyssey Puts 4wheeler In Muddy
Spot"; "Boy's Wiggling Toes Spark Hope";
and on , and on, and on.
My personal favorite, however, appeared late
last year. It was a story (with accompanying
photo) concerning an armless Pennslvania
welfare mother who retained custody of her,
baby after demonstrating in court that she could
diaper the child using only her lips, teeth, and
tongue.
But, as someone (H. L. Mencken I believe)
once said, no one has ever gone broke by
underestimating the taste of the American
public.
';,-
••••••
A couple of small environmental groups are
currently aiding and abetting big business in its
efforts to paint all environmentalists as
affluent, job-destroying sentimentalists.
One is the "Committee to Save the Grand
Canyon Burross." The Committee was formed
to oppose the .plan by the government to
exterminate the wild burros in the canyon. That
sounds noble, but it isn't really. The problem is
that the burros, which are not native to the
canyon, have been rapidly proliferating (there
are 2,000 to 3,000 at present), are destroying
forage, ~nd are competing with native species.
The Sierra Club, and most major environ-
mental groups, are -not opposing the
government's plan, but, needless to say
they're not the ones getting the headlines. ' ..
[cont. on p, 7] I
[',CO'',::,".::• letters·...:
,'.". '. ! ," ."".: ,",.,." :.:.' ::: .
.'Mu Iti~Purposs Pavilio~'
Issue.creetes emot-ions
. ,. .' .' .". . '. " .' ~. ". .'.-
. '.
FOR' THE BUCK .THEORY'I The method to achieve this' feat·
·Well, I'm ,veryprOud~ of that beyond compare is one which
aspect also, but when' I look at "lishedth,isvery nation we
the other institutions. in this . . live ., d for those of you.who ~'.
State; and I see the Mini DOme .'hllve fo 'otten it; it's called': .
and the ~bbieDome. standing.· suffrage. (V011NG).. . peopi~
.as modem facilities at these died for this ability the least you
schools and .then look" at 'our could do is to use it as a tool for
.gym, I wonder jut whose . expressing yourself! In the
gettIDgmoiebangforthebuek?general elections and the state
The other sehoolsin 'our dear elections vote for -the-opinions .:
stateiwere . established and . that will .better yoUr posticn'in
recieving funding long before life! The pavilion questions will'
~SU was a gleam in the be expressed once more for the
founding fathers' eyes. I need individuals who. will dare to , .
not remirid .you of how over~ m~e a decision for themselves!
crowded our classrooms . are, Vote yes if you like and no if you
'because .you. as students .can· . oppose' it, butclearlyremem-
· look around yourselves and see ber, this. questioJ! ·is. not
that! (studeritson the floor) ·.addressed to fees as you may
· Thisproblemisherebecausewe . ··ASSUME, it's addressed to the
have been allowing the "more ~ise State University students
Through()ut my attendance at bang for.the baCk" theory for making up there minds w.ltether· ..
Boise .State University since . too long. The State of Idaho has they'll gO on for the. next· ten:
Spring SemeSter of 1971, I've become accustomed to Boise . years being 'underrated and.
been very displeased with the' State University paying its oWn " slammed by these, oth.er so
lack of culture. and the non- way IIIII believe that if. we're . called good or better institutions
'availabUityof 'any kind ,of' , ,gOing to pay oprown way, why in this state agdit's up to'you, to
method to' raise the .cultural . . in the bell do we need state' place the school of your choice
leve(of this in:stitutio~. Much bureaucrats,telling us what ,to iri the, category where' :you
more than that, I really can not do with our money, building etc. yourself stand knee deep! This
remember in the past or future .' It is high time the students of school is you whether you like it i
being asked whether! happened, thisuistitutlon began to realize or not sothiDk about it! .
·to have' any considerations ., that no, one is responsible for
which .-might. lead to .an' . this school except the individli-
advancement' of Boise States' . als who are attending it. If we
abilitY.tonieet the growing' 'want this school to grow we've
cultural demands of our times. . gotto stand up and get the state
We as students" are ..~xtreniely to coine across with fair funding
. proud ofourr~putation. in "this 'so . we can 'meet the . well:
state' ..for' receiving'. the least· .. establish~d :riuU'ks of the other
amount of funding and carrying , two major institutions in this
the .highest enrollment at the I. . state .•After all this is, I believe,
same timer THE MORE BANG the' Capital of Id~o! .
. .' . . .
·Editor" the ARBITER ,
Recently there has' been a
\ giossamount of public opinion
r.. . ,·surrounding the Pavilioilques~
tion, at Boise. State .University. .
: The einotions of the Student
'. ...Body have been strongly direct-
ed toward the iiidividuals who in .
their eyes .have been strong
.. lobbying for a said fee increase?
lbis above logic bas been blown
out of' propOrtion, by the press
arid .the other areas' of the'
media. ' As a .student of Boise
State University, I' feel it, my
·place to .eJ!:press.what is' really
·happening with .this .issue for'
the other students who mily.not.
be. well informed of what's'
reiilly takiilg, pl~l. '
!
!
j
i,,
I,
~ .
r
I.
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. "God grant~e the Serenity to
acCept the things, I can· not ..
change, the Courage to change,
·the things I can and the Wisdom
to mow the difference."
. Jerry Bddges
DlrectorASBSU
PubUc RelationS Omce.
StlJcJ~nt.tokes '.exception 'to· 'Zoo'
. - . '.. . . . . .
·Editor," the ARBITER
I am a student of Boise State ..
'. University, and. a resident of.
"Boise; Idaho, but most of all I
·····am.a ,<:oncerned citjzeiiofthe.
·United States of America. . .
La~'weekiny6ur pu~1i~ation
youprinte<i a~disgusting "car-. •.
'toon"~ forlackofll. better word~" ."~H~.""'~~."'H".""'~.""'''''~.''
· It was not onlydisguStirigbut ,
.• ~epulsive. Ellclosed i$,'a.copy ofl "
this '~cartoon" ["The ZOO" ,:'.
· Feb~ 14]. Surely. the ..sick rilind.
... th~tmade this· up must ;feeJ .'.;'
.Some,~uilL • . . '.'. . ". . ....
".., .
{ .
. arid probably more humane than ..'
the person that made up this'
"cartoon" . ". . ..
..I feel . there. should' bean
apoiogyinade .to these persons ..
".in blue who are~sponsible for .
saving human' and animal lives
· daily. Please pririt Y0':ttapology ..
so that all w~o' s,aw your .
. "cartoon" will be <:ertain to' ."
· read it. ..
Miss BSU·'/oOKs :f9tVvord",~,
.' ., . " . ." .
",Editor,'the ARBITER .: ~ At le~t oneorganizationstate~ .
The date for the i977 Miss.. that only,arepresentative free of
. ,BStJ Pageant is March 26 at campus'~<i: acildemicadniinis~ ~
8:00 . in the Special Events '. tratlon would be accePte<i'in' this
Center. The PrograinsOffice is. .'capacity. The position of Miss
still accepting applications for a .~SUsupplie<i this need.. .'..
short time. In addition to' .My' other activities. promoting
mySelf, the. candidates, . Inter- . student image were judging a .
collegiate Knights, Valkyiies, pageant for Nati9nal Hairdress-
"and community--both university' efs.Association, 'participating in
·and 'residentiaJ--are looking Homecoming activities,. and
· fotward~to an evening .of voicing: campus problems to J
·entertainment.·. . '. receptive admiIliStrators. The"
Probably tbe greatest need fot . potential for Miss BSUis limited
..' a Miss BSU·lies.in the area of only by time and energy; her
·public relations. .As the only~' services are open to all facets of
. official hostess for thewUv~r- university life.
sity, I have had the oppOrtuility' Without the 5300 scholarship I
of marketing Boise State tr.· received from the student body,
potential students in many are&tuition . and .:fees would' have
· currently untapped inour state. been .difficult to meet.. My.
Northern Idaho; for instance, sincere thanks to BOiSe' State
has a rather "poor showing in "University' students, adminis~
enrollment numbers. Singing in .tration, and faCulty for estab-
a Junior MiSs pageant as well as . lishing a learning-by-doing sit- ..
.appealing. in: a number· of uation of mutual benefit ..
· northern publications has en-
couraged future eJirollment in a
more personal way.
A lessOn in the importance of
effeCtlvecommunityrelations, .
,the United Way Pie Fly also
, provi~dmewithbackgrooodin
· .organiZation and plamwig.
, Boise members ofUDited Way'
expressed their appreciation for
Boise .State's .contribution:· of.
,5350. As coorditiator of this
· project, I Wish to thank 'Tom
..Bealer,: Christa Bax, Dyke
,Nally, Fred Nonnan,' and the
participating media who helped
make' the .Pie Fly successful.
Certainly" gratitude belongs to ,
.both the ARA Food Service for .
. their donation. of sixty pies and
to those providing faces. .
As' MISS BSU, I welcomed
visiting . college' organiiations
and the National Handicapped
Conventionheld'lastNovember. :
P~J.Stueve
MIss'BSU 1976-1977
Whcifabout
·0 paVilion? .
'Here's' yourchQnc'efo d,ecide!....
. 'the foBoWing questions wUl appear on. the .ge~e,.J. eldon
ballot: . ' .
\,
"'\
\
. I
I·
eoeIeneMartin .
. , . - - .: . -. I
".THE PLACE TO BE •.'
.,: Hdircutiing forMe~arid'~onien. .
. '
. .
1;Do you support,theoonstructlon of a· pavilion at Boise State
University? '. .
..... DYes' DNo
.... 2.:1>0 you think stud~nt 'fue$ should be :raised to finance the,
'.. constrUCtion of a:multi-purpose.pa~ion? ..' ..: '., . . .'
DYes:' D No . ..
1'>1.
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(CPS)--Rita Reutter, a 58-year-
old grandmother, put some
vitality into this year's home-.
coming queen contest at Florida'
Technological University in Orl-
ando when she campaigned for
the post by carrying a large
green and white shopping bag
around campus telling people
she would be their next
homecoming queen. And' won..
Reutter, described as a
I • ,pizzazz
look-a-like for Golda Meir won
handily over 12 other. candidat-
es. During her campaign she
said,"You can have a cutie-pie :
anytime," and explained that
the reason she was running for
the office was because she
wanted to "put some pizazz" in
homecoming week. Mrs. Reut-
ter is a widow after 33 years of
marriage, a high school dropout
and a mother of four.
:/
by Mark Brough
1. H you sat down in a
restaurant during the '50's and
ordered a "Broadway," what
would the waitress have brought
you?
2. Who was known as the Girl
From San Pedro?
3. As Jeannette MacDonald
looked out her train window in
Horoscope
Gemini: set aside time
For the week Feb. 27 to March 5 .
by GINA" CDNS
Copley News Service
-r,
ARIES: [Much 21 ~ April
19]--Evaluate your desires care- '
fully. Be considerate of those
close to you. Put ideas into
action now-see those persons in
powerful positions who can help
you. Be sure your project is well ,
thought.out and organized.
TAURUS: [April 20 to May
201--Concentrate~on budget and
finances. Tighten your belt if;
you must and maintain a'
background position. Organize
your work so you haven't too
many things going at once and '
not all can be completed
satisfactorily.
GEMINI: [May 21 to June
21]--Set aside time to think and
study deeply about your own .
philosophy of life. Someone
from your past could tum up
with some interesting informa-
tion. Career matters are favored
and some may get a raise or
promotion.
CANCER: [June 21 to 22]--
Use your high energy on
creative out-of-the ordinary
projects just now. Leave routine
chores 'til later. Embark on
study programs, investigate
new fields of interest and
enlarge your scope. Pay bills
promptly.
- LEO: [July 23 to August
22]--Competition could be very
keen now. Relax in the
knowledge you can handle
yourself but be aware of all the
undercurrents at work. Curb
impulse and be sure you are
fully prepared and competent in
all You attempt.
VIRGO: [August 23 to Septem- i
ber 221--0n the job make your '
work easier by organizing more
efficient routines. Take time out
to be by yourself and evaluate
your life. The end ofthe week is
favored for launching a pet I
project since you have influence
now.
LIBRA: [Sept. 23 to Oct.
22]--You appear to be riding the
crest of the wave now. Career
goes very well and what leisure
you get you can truly enjoy. A
romance begun now could be
hard to detatch from should you
want to. Start a savings
program.
SCORPIO: [Oct. 23 to Nov.
21]--You may have to clear your
life of bothersome people and I
you could be inwardly anxious
about it. You need a relaxed
atmosphere to get on with your
work, so avoid quarrelsome
persons. Be forgiving.
SAGITTARIUS: [Nov. 22 to
Dec. 21]--You could have spring
fever a bit early and a short trip
would give you great pleawure
and fulfillment. Avoid feeling
apprehensive about the future-
everything appears to be
smooth sailing now.
CAPRICORN: [Dec. 22 to Jan.
19]--This is an expansive period,
when the bright ideas you have I
will be welcomed by higher-ups. '
Your social life will be "on
hold" because you're so in-
volved in a business. Be
considerate and gracious to
others.
AQUARIUS: [Jan. 20 to Feb.
18]--You have a lot of irons in
the fire and each one must be
taken care of quickly and
expertly. Don't panic. Make a
list of your duties according to
priorities and calmly tick them
off. Think through creative
projects carefully.
PISCES: [Feb. 19 to Much
20]--Career matters are in a
state of pause due to internal
problems that are working out.
Social life increases and your
popularity bounds. Romance
could be part of the picture.
Attend to health matters
promptly.
Stump
TRIVIA-RAT
"Monte Carlo" (1930), what
song did she sing?
8. What was the name and
breed of FDR's dog?
4. Name the film
Charles Boyer did
"Come with Me
Casbah"?
in which
not say
to the
9. What had a reet pleat, a
rough cuff, and peg pants?
10. Tarzan in the movies has.
been played by fourteen actors.'
How many can you name?:5. Inwhat Alfred Hitchcock film
was a set of latch keys a "vital
piece of business"? 11. Who was the "Wild Bull of
the Pampas"?
12. What product did this slogan
advertise: "When better cars
are built, will build
them."
6. Who said: "Well, I'll be a
dirty bird I"
7. What baseball player was
nicknamed "Little Poison"?
27. Cushion
28. Comedian's
standby
29. G~ating
32. Lobbies
35. Sole I
36. Front part of i
a ship
37. Religious
group
39. Some
40. "- My Way,"
Crosby movie
42. Cow sound
43. Compass
point: abbr.
44. Cain and Abel,
to Eve
45. Ornament
47. Remove:
2 wds,
49. Memos
50. Idles
ACROSS
1.: Falsifier,5, Take an oath
10.; Growing
thickly
11. Cut with
shears
13. -':Jtle's
brains, tries to
remember
14. Docs a pre-
serving job
15. Soldier
16. Fuss
17. Express grat-
itude to
19. Vehicle
20. Rubies, opals,
etc.
22. Scrap of food
23. Work period
24. In fact
26. "Fall guy":
slang
·DOWN
1. One in front
2. Earnings
3. Make a
request
4. Remainder
6. Not enough
G. Blink
C
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Homecoming Queen,
. .
58, adds
I
L BITE , the creator of E
.r HoHman, has been declared
temporQrily insane•••
/' .
If you, too, care to risk a little deprQvity for the sake of seeing your name ·in lights,
then drop your psyche over to the Owyhee Room on the second floor of the Student
Union (better known as the ARBITERoHice) and we'll see how we can screw it up.
REVISED COpy DEADLINE Match i~
tu
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I
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.... March 8-~:-Internationa1.Wo~
· nijln's.U~YI ,... ..' . .
· Onthis day iJi 1905; thousands: .
. "ofgarment work¢rsin New York;
. City, .' enraged"by .the. tragic,
deaths'Qf 146 immigrant women
in 't~e' Triangle Shirtwaist fire, I
began to take things into their'
own hands.United'and organ-",
ized; they fuarch'ed on Union'
Square; Their strike won better
working conditions, shorter
.'hours; andthe.right to organize.
, . Women began to be recog-
. .nized as a vital,partofthe'
·working class.: Later through
-the Knights of Labor and the .
lWW, ~he strength' of women.
was felt dramatically. Internati-
onalWomeri's Day, celebrates
this s~rength, this energy and
, the efforts for recognjtion of our i
sisters in the past is remember-' Share with, us today in'
ed and commemorated through- . celebrating .Iilte~ational Wo-
olit the world. .' men's Day. Join us .at the rally'
BSU Women's Alliance is. "and later this evening for
sponsoring a CitY-wide rally "Woman to Woman, by DOnna
which will :take place Tuesday;., "D~itch named to the Top Ten'in .
,March 8 at 12:00 noon, at thefiims by Women'andFU.m,. is an'
Capital B~i1ding. Ther~ will be organic, throbbing' collage ot
· women speaking on' reiative women's lives, experiences, and
· issues followed by a session of attitudes-It historically' traces
women's music : led . bylocill . the changes, decade by decade,.,
..' feminist sisters., At 7:00 in the: in,women's roles (work roles in
; Nez Perce'" Room you can, particula..-> andoondudes with
experience thefllm-"Woman to ' . Contemporary women with hop-,
. Woman'" which documents the "'.' es .for joining: together arid!
lives and' work of decades of ,drawing strength . fro~ ..,one'
women 'in' their 'roies in our '. another 'to create ,alternatives
economy and society. for themselves and to affect
'A $.50 donation is encourag~~~ changes in their 'lives. '
" .' .
.... ,
. "
." we are deterinmed,tofoment a.", tr~itional., wo~en's, role .. (as:
" rebellion,-,and' ,will not: hold :' houseslaves?) -.and:an:equl
'.. 'ourselves'bolJJid to any laws ~' .: payIDg job-the ,attematives mig- ':
which we have no' voiCe, 01' 'ht be too temptinglyslltisfyingl '.
representation ••;" . ,Justa basic guarantee to fair .
,Well,' as ,weallkttow;John ' andequaltreatmentforallistoo
, Adams' and other "Fathers of,' 'threatening to th'eir'powet
:our"cotiniry" were notgenefuus ." 'structui;e.. . , . .:.. ....
': and favourable.i. and,today our, . Join us.to rally .against the
fight for the 'ERA is made to 'be ' paternal legislative'· actions(ci>n-'
just that- a fightl .Ratherthan a: .tinue to lobby 'for, the ERA and '
stmple .'guarantee ofri,ghts, " -the newSexuat 'Assult Billr),'
provided ,forall-~ foratl but and to celebrate ourstrerigth as
" women.' Our 'own' Idaho State' .women; ' as sisters together I :
·Legislators with greatpaternai Join us to take,part in a film'
concern (gee,' now" is it a' '. and discussion of our lives, our,
coincidence the ERA wentdown " 'work, our future' aswomeni
'in a Senate which included oilly Conilrig Up ·Soon: .
· two .women Senators?) decided Women's Weeki Symposium at
'. aS'did John Adams that we are' BSUI .', '.,.
either ta:o inconsequential' to Music; workshops; films, and i ..
·consider, or too' weak to. handle ' much more foshare together--,., ,
equal' treatment before'· the first week of April---SI8terbood
law~thatwe cannotbe allowed to Is bloomlng!SprlngtimewlB '..
choose for ourselves between' a never ~ the same! ' . .
r ,
..
. ,
. We 'must realize today that we,
,too', can be as, strong as our
foremothers. Even. as .'Abagail
Adams wrote'to john Adains, in
March of 1776: .
. "I long to hear that you have,
declared an independency-and.'
by the way in the New Code of .
Laws which 1suppose it will be
necessary .for you to make I
desire you' would. remember the
ladies,~ 'and be more generous
and favoqrable to them than"
your ancestors. Do not put such.'
'unlimited power into the hands
of tbe husbands. Remember all
men' would" be tyrants if they'
could. If particular care and
attention is not paid to the ladies .
[~nt~ &oin' p. 4] .
..A ni~re~~rious case involves a
. Tennessee group which' lias
obtained a court . order to
•prevent the 'filling of a $100
million.damalready bunt by the
TVA on the' Little Tennessee
River. The reason? The rivei'.is
the only breediDg ground ofthe
Snaii Darter; a 2 inch ,long fish.
.' AcOrdingto federal law, the
,5miil Darter'is 1m endangered
species; which is the basis of the
,suit., . .' , ,_
the locals are up in arms about
· the suit. They f~el, with some
reason" that the .electricity
, generated by the dam would
attract induStry and thus spur
employment in their economi- .
catly depressed area. 'It's hard
to 'think 'of: a tactic better'
designed th~n this suit to drive
,the' public ,into the arms of
,industrial polluters.
. If ecologists want to stop
things which are really 'danger- ,
OUS, like nuclear energy, they
had better learn "one lesson, alid
- learn it fast: the vast majority;'
.of the . people are influenced
, much more by economi'c than by
, . ecOlogiC arguments. The sad .'
fact is that most '.Americans
would gladly sell their mothers.'
. into . white ..slavery if, they, .
. thought that that would create
morejobs. . "
Fortunately, at least some,'
. Boise' area groups, . notably
, ..Grassroots and The Idaho!,'
. , Resource Group, recognize ~his,'
so there's some hope for Boise ..
\
'",:')
\:, .
.\
\
. \,
,
! :.'
\,
: .J
. ,
Students sail- 'seven seasi
(CPS)--Tired of that same old
campus, smugly landlocked as it.
is in its traditions and too-famil-
· iar faces?'
.For a ~4,3oooutlay, frustrated
student' adventurers, .academ- .
ically-oriented .bOatswains, 001-'
legiate shuffleboard chAmpions,'
and campus Captain Pisc\lms,
can sail the' seven sea~aboard,
the SSUniverse Campus; a
10,000-ton ,'ship Which house's
classrooms, labs,a 10,000 vol-
ume library, a theatre,' a
hospital,' a bOokstore, .and a'
student union. The ship is also:
'equipped with the' traditional I,
swimming pool and sports and!' .
, . sUlidecks;. . ,
" 'The three-month trip, which
begms in ,Los Angeles Feb~25'I'
· offers a' fuli . range of college
courses and credit., The ship will i
carry its 500 student voyagers to:
· stopovers in ports i,n the North;
Pacific; the Indian ,Ocean, the;
Suez Canal, and the Mediter-:
, ,
raneim Sea, and will complete.
. the, excursion by steaming up j
the .Chesapeake to Baltimore. i
. "Th~ whole point is that it's'
.really a Consuming thing, "says .
Phil Sonnichson ofthe Institute
for ShipbOard Education, which
'together!with the'University Of
Colorado runs the program.
"You get off theooat entirely
drained.;'
(''J!eedEater' ... . ." . ",For information ','
about scholarship
.money,
'Scholarship Sear~h,
'., . ,.Service' ....
P.0. Box 667 '
Denton, Texas '762011
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Sheri Dacker . I'm pretty
disappointed. I'm single and
trying to work my way through
college and I feel that with the
passage of the ERA I might
have had a better chance to get
a better job with better pay.
Coral Connover - junior - I don't
want the ERA to be law. We
have enough rights as it is.
Paul Tiddens . senior > I don't
know. It affects a lot of people:
with different ideas and views.
I'm not sure about which way
I'd like to go on that.
Mike LanIer - freshman - I i
haven't really paid that much '
attention to it.
R ing Re r r
Russett Nordllng- senior - The :
fact that it was rescinded stands
to reason, because the way it
was put so long ago, it should
have been. I think that it was
stated poorly in the first place
and there isn't anything that
could be done to correct the way
they stated it-- so it had to be.,
Roadster show hits Boise
Idaho's largest motor sports
event ofthe year, the 5th annual
Boise Roadster Show, will take
place this week March 10, 11,
12, and 13 at the Western Idaho
Fairgrounds in Boise.
The' four-day show will·
feature over 2 million dollars' .
worth of the nation's finest show
cars, which will include 175
Rods, Customs, Sports Cars,
Restoreds, Race Cars, Vans,
Choppers, 4WD's, Go-Karts
and even Model Cars.
Molenaar's is
just a few
blocks away ..,
Shop where terms
are convenient-
Atmosphere pleasant
and your patronage
appreciated-
Give us a try .....
rr;~,
Jewelers
1207 Broadway'
The Roadster Show is one of
160 sanctioned ISCA Car Shows
that are staged annually in
nearly every major city through-
out the United States and
Canada. Competitors who enter
these shows not only compete
for awards, but points that will
apply towards both the Region:
al and International Champion-
ships.
Special features at the '77
show will include Bob Sehoon-
oven's incredible $40,000'
"Playboy Bunny Coach."
For motorcycle' buffs, the
unbelieveable twin engined
turbo-charged "Two Cycle"
three wheeler will be on display
from California. Valued at
$12,000; this bike is considered
the finest ever built.
Two brand new AA Funny
Cars will be unveiled 'for the
first time, international champ
Jerry "The King" Ruth's '77
Mustang Cobra, and former
World Champion Jim Green will i
show his '77 "Green Elephant"
Vega, both from Seattle.
Tying in with the U.S. Army
wiil be Bob Perry's one and only
"Hell Fire" wheelstander Army
tank from Tuscon, Arizona.
On the radical side, Herb
Grasse's famous "Indy Coupe"
from Detroit, Michigan will
show how $45,000 was spent on
strictly an experimental car.
ISCA's Pacific Divisional :
competition class champion
Mike Bauer from Medford,
Oregon has entered one of the
toughest Comp cars in North
America, his '71 Camaro
"Moonraker. "
The hours of the Roadster
Show are 4-11 pm Thursday and
Friday, Saturday 12:00 noon to
11 pm, Sunday 12 noon to 10'
pm. General admission will be
$3.50 and children 6-12 years,
$1.50 .: under 6 free.
Hear us grow •••.-,'KB3U...............
HoW'do you feel about the Idaho
reclsslon of the Equal Rights
Amendment?
Dale Mlesen - graduate - I really
don't have an opinion on the ,~
ERA.
::?:" t~P~ - ~:::I~a~~V~I
passed because women should
have the same rights as men do.
-
Old Boise houses
I
old world artisan
Old Boise mall at 6th and Main
is the home of an old world
artisan silver smith John Poza-
. novich, 34, manufacturing jew-
eler.
John(Jovan, the Yugoslavian
translation) trained under his:
father, George, in Belgrade"
starting at the age of 14. After;
his 7 yr. apprenticeship, and 7'
more years of work, he came to,
~~
~~;:~~f
tl~
!Li):,t
the U.S. to visit his cousinJ~i
Dragon Angelkovich, a realtor,!'2~
- and worked with Bill Norman, az~W,Z
Caldwell mfg. jeweler. ).r~g?
~ February of 1976, he opene~it~lt:
his own shop on the second f1oorl;¥)"
of the former Pioneer Tent and,?f'
Awning Building. As a·'ri
craftsman of gold and silver, he}i:"
has gained a reputation of fine;:"
quality workmanship. .:
for two writers
apply at Arbiter -"officei
second floor SUD I
OPENING', •••
�SBSU····EI.ctians
..·····<Vot.onMatch 9and •.·iO
_The heady gas of politi~al promises' recently
disper~ed on our campus is-not unlike the '
'political campaigns of years gone by. Political
candidates are trying to be all things to all
.. :people in order to gain the',' All important
mandate of vote's" cast by approximately 10o/~,
_of the, student- body . You, the students of this
,institution' should be ashamed of' yourselves.
, Your apathy with catchy explanations such as
"STUDENT GOVERNMENT DOESN'T DO
, ANYTHING - 'They don't represent me" or
"'They're a bunch. of socialites." And then I'm
sure you;ve heard ~ number of people say' 'who
cares?" Well, we care, and here are' some of the
reasons why we ,care: " '
1. Our Bducationa] Funding is dependeiltupon
" the Idaho State. Board of Education Determine
Policies that directly affect you and ine;Well
'Roy, ASBSULobby' Director, successfully
lobbied for increased fundi .'
Joe Thon, .' .' .,' .. .
·"fot
",ice-pteside"t·· .
Joint Appropriations Committeet~ defeat the
"tuition bill which would have cost"each' student "
approximately an addition;11$400;OOa year for
the same education receivable now. STUDENT
. GOvERNMENT 'LEADERS MUST LOBBY
THE: LEGISLATUR,E .AND THE STATE,
BOUD OF EDUCATION TO IMPROVE OUR,
EDUCATIONAL FACILITmS AT BSU AND TO '
PROTEct'STuDENT INTERESTS.,
2. Our Student Activities are currently geared
, ,to entertain a small portion of the student body;
, STUDENT. GOVERNMENT LEADERS MUST
PROVIDE PROGRAMS, THAT' WILL" EN~ ,
",COMPASSTHE ENTIRE CAMPUS~ J~e'Thon
is the catalyst in achieving this goal.
3. Our human rights have been literally thrown
to the winds. Students have been treated like ,,'
second dlisscitizens far too "long. STVDENT
LEADERS 'SHOULD'CAPATALIZE, ON A
RECENT COURT DECISION" THAT" SET
PRECEDENCE AND" ESTABUSHE~ '; STU~
DENT ASSOCIATIONS AS LEGAL ENTITIES~ ,
4~ Our ~tudeilt .Government: must be ;1:"
government of laws and not Of men. STUDENT ,
..LEADERS MUST LAY A FOUNDATION FOR
" TIlEIR" EFFORT TO ENSURE THAT, PRO-:
GRESS IS NOT CAST BY, THE" WAYSIDE
DURING~THE TRANSITIONS THAT ACCOM- '
PANY STUDENT ELECfIONS. '
These four areas must be pursued by student
leaders and we are not convinced that this will '
satisfy all the ailments of student government;
however, it is a start in, the Right Direction. Our
logo is of a key. We believe thekey to student
government is your vote. 'If you choose to be
apathetic in this election your educational cost
might soar and the inequities of the current'
administration will continue. The apathetic will
beamon the first to ask wh 'as usual I ,,'
·'C" >" .;; ~ )' .' " ,I l • '\ '" "
Steve,
Artis
,-
Tte surer
for
a-TE H
seats----tV(
As a candidate for the Senate from Vo-Tech I LendA
can only make one promise, and that is to work I w
for the best interest of my school. ~ b
Through my experience as student represen- "or .rg
tative to the Coordinating Committee I have
seen several problems which I would like to
have an opportunity to deal with.
One problem Vo-Tech as well as academic
students have to face is that of increased fees.
If fees must be raised, I will do my best to see
that they are justified and as, minimal as
possible.
Another area that I would like to try to change
is that of transferring some Vo-Tech credits to
academic credits. At this time it can't be done, ,
but with a little pressure on the State Board of , ,.:;t'
Education and the State Board of Vocational :~~J
Education, maybe we can g~t it changed. :~ f:Y
These .areonly two reasons why I ~'Quld like to ~,
be given the opportunity to work for my school.
There are many others and I hope my fellow
students will give me the chance to work for
them.
P ID ..,ass My name is Paul R. Burress and I am runningau U.... for Vo-Tech Senator.I would appreciate your support and vote on
March 9,10 in order to rectify several glaring
problems:
1. Lack of communication between academic
and Vo-Tech side.'
2. Vo-Tech credits not applicable towards
academic switch (engineering degree, etc.),
3. Poor quality of presentation of student films
(Fri. and Sun. nights).
4. Bookstore prices.
5. Doonesberry and Zenker Harris not given
due recognition. .
6. Not enough snow for tubing this summer on
Boise River.
7. More ..... cookiesl!I!1I
Roger Luge was unavailable
fot comment
EALTH
SCIENCES
Miten Asumendi
declined comment
John Osterkamp
was unavailable
- fot comment
There will be many issues brought before the
senate this coming year. Some will be good
for the students of BSU, and others not. I am
able to know the difference, with the input from
you.
In January, the administration asked for an
opinion on an increase in tuition -cost for a
possible pavilion they say we need. Even
though this was just a "feasibility study" many
of us, the students have a feeling that an
increase in tuition is inevitable. This, I hope, is
fictitious. However, if we do need the pavilion,
let us first get all the details before we approve
an increase in the cost of tuition.
I am concerned with the issues and will speak
for the students and will converse with the
students who I represent. I will let the students
know what is going o~ inside the senate
chambers, when they are interested and ask. If
I am elected, there will be office hours for this
purpose. So write in Everett 1. Gentry for EV6rette
Senator for School of Education. Thank You. ' ~
I arrived at BSlfin 1975 from Memphis, Tenn.
After working four years as a Respiratory
Therapist Technican in Memphis and Boise
hospitals, I decided to change professions and
returned for a Secondary Education degree with
a BFA emphasis.
As a junior at the present, I fee! that the
Senate position can directly effect all students
at BSU. As an elected Senator of Education, I
could assist in voicing important decisions that
are gathering yearly as this university grows.
I will work hard to enforce such current
decisions in the best interest of the. student
body as a whole.
I am presently working as an advertising
salesperson for the Arbiter, and a member of
the Anthropology Club. Off campus I am a
member in the Idaho Conservation League.
I am a concerned student looking toward the' P.J.. Paullus
future of BSU. Now is the time to remove ...
stagnant Senate members and move ahead to
important decision making.
• • '. .', ... ~ • . ._ •. ,' ,_ t,;; ...
The ASB Treasurer plays an integral part in
Student government. Not only is he responsible
for all student funds and must see they are
spent only on items that have. been
appropriated by the student senate, he IS also
the main financial advisor to any student leader
or administration official.
All organizations in the ASB must be able to
depend upon the treasurer to be reliable,
honest and accurate with their figures.
This past school year, I served as the ASB
Business Manager, where I gain~d v.alua~le
experience assisting the treasurer 10 .hls dal~y
duties. I believe the experience gamed Will
help me, if elected, to do a more progressive job
as your treasurer.
Secondly, I believe a treasurer must have a
Terti Stancik
high degree of Integrity. I, as th.e Bu~ine~s
M h
ave demonstrated ,my integnty 10anager, .
handling all the revenues collected -this year at
concerts, lectures and movies. In the span of 6
months, close to $25,000 has been collected and
successfully accounted for, only $15.50 was .left
unaccounted for. (Not bad when you con~lder
that twice that amount was lost at a single
concert last year). .
Unlike other elected offices" the treasurer IS
not a man of issues. and stands; and should not
be chosen on that basis. Instead ~e sho.uld be
elected on his character. Honesty, m~egrtty and
reliability are the essentials of.a good treasurer.
I hope you will remember t~ls when you go.to
vote. My name is Steve Artis and I would hke
the opportunity to work for you as the ASB
Treasurer.
entry
I am running for Senator for the School of
Education because I want to expand my
knowledge and perception of Boise State
University. Boise State University is thought
more of a state college than a university. The
school needs to be accredited and the
communication between the students and
governments needs to be improved immensely ..
Many students are mislead and are not aware of
the issues involving the campus. I hope that by
being in a position as Senator for the School of
Education, that I can improve the qualities of
communication between the students and
government and help to continue the growth of
Boise State University.
""",--thr.eseats
EDUCATION
I"am,~uJe~tly': .a' ·.sopho~6r~ .studyhtg
mathematlcs :.and :'~omputet .sciences." .As a .'
st~;dent:atBSU 1wU1\york t?~ardsin~intain4tg ,':
the currentfee level,' but If student 'fees are .'
. increased, .1. will represent. the students. in
pJac.~nient'of such fees.: .., ." .
. Boise 'State :UniversitY'is '.below other Idaho
Universities in>th,e'amount of State 'funding it
receives per student and I feel that this should .
. , be,' Corrected .... Having worked ·.with, people .
involved with: State Govemment Iwill strive to
increase state funding..". . .', ., ..'
. Lamoppased to the newly proposed time
period, th,al .extends' the. first .semester .to after
Christmas vacation. This is a bad deal for·
students. because it, would mean homework
during Christmas ....vacation andfinats in
January, . . '
, If elected I will-try ~o effectively represent the DO' .: . '. . .' . '
student body at B,olse State University: .'. .onna Mentz."
. '. .."' - .' ..
. .. . . .. . .~.lmiOUDt of knowl.<ig.abo~tth.~ffairsad .
HQrntftetqijist~S~::~~V:::Ys~~;~th=~titsiuiuthe·
.. .', ..... " .' .. .' ..... U~llverslty ,system wheothay are not mformed I"
.as to what is going -on?, . " '.: '.' .
,How 'can students b'easked to 'vote on .a
multi~puipose .pavilion when they know not ~
. where it is. going: to be built, precisely wh'at
t
,.
. services it will provide; and exactly how much it
is .going to Cost them and' for how many ~
. semesters?' .: ..... !
.:,.ObvioU~ly, we at B~ise State tiniv~rsityneeda'
:.'new multi-purpose facility, but ri~ student '.,
government, sh<uild impose ,a fee increase until···· .'
the students have had sufficient access' to ali the
facts. ....,. ". . ..... .
. Weekly, full page coverage in the Arbiter and
air~time onKBSU of Senate action are just two
ways I know. of that can help keep .students
'.'~formed.· The students must know before they' .':
can act.· .
i
!
I
\
\
Kurt Amesbury
. We (Kurt and ~teve)feel that the following 3.·Investigation and reporting of all student
~emsare of sufficient importance. totbe fund allocations.· ....
. . students of BSU .towarrant our full attention as 4.' Increase student health'. services .
. ... , your future Seoate representatives: " - S.. Expand insurance benefits'(dental).
1. Reallocation of Student funds to: ~ 6." Completely oppose any 'student fee'
a) ,Increas~, stude.nt lobbyin'g power. increases.' ' . . .
b) Form a student consumer union (discounts'
.&Omlocal merchants)' ...,', ' .'
~C)Provide Senate backing for dorm activities.
2; .Production ofa weekly 1 . page
campu,sl senatel dorm events -bulletin. .
7. .Improve Seoate-Stildent contact.
Be sure to vote." There will be' several
questions on the ballot concerning a general
'Student Fee increase.
, I feel tltat a,' paVilion co~plex isnecessa~ to .L' . ,,' UI .·1'ft" ,
Boise. State; To keep student fees as 10W'-as - .e•.::,YfO
possible, the facility should bfd;unde.cl~ot ~~ly, . ..' . .,'",,' ..'
by, Boise State students,' but .ah;oby the:
community organizations who plan to use it ..
I will work for higher acad,emic standards 'and
for more campus beautification profects.in the
coming year~ I plan to do this by. supporting a~
increased lobby effort in the Idaho Legisiature.
I will seek legislation in our ownSeilateto :
e.stabli~h more campus beautification projects.
· . As astud~nt at Boise State, I would Jik~to be' a
, "oice -in .whether or not our '.fees ""'wilf'-be
· increas~d and if so, what they will be used for.
· And'ifelected senator, lwill strive to represent
.my fellow students. Your ideas and goals are
, just as important as the student officers;. I will
, listen to you and try to serve you to the best of
my capabilities. . .
I would like to get everyone' inv~lved that
>:;XC';X;;;;:,!,;/<;\ would like to be involved in the betterment of
Boise State Uriiversity; therefore' I will work
D
·• .··Tw' let' c·h··e' "11 ,'to~ards. informing, students of what is really1'51'.. . gomg.on. . .'. ' . .'
..... .' . _ . .' . 'We can, do many things' to, improve' BSU..... .K ,l!cademically, financially ,and activity . wise .
..Scott Wigle . Help me 10 help you.
"st"v.Dotim.t .
Perhaps first a brief autobiography is in order. ,
.1 am atwe'nty-two year old junior studying
public administration. .' .' .' " . .
.I would like to emphasize that Iwill enter the
Senate, \yith, few. 'if' any committmeJlts to ,,'
particular groups or progra~s. This should be
seen as an asset. Student opinion, rather than.
. persollalopinionshould govern the votes in,the
..Senate.' . . , .
As students we have a unique opportunity to .
influence decisions as to student fee increases' .
and the proposed pavilion. I urge all of the
students to 'vote iIi. the cOming election,
particularly on the pavilion question. All o~my.
votes in the Senate on the pavilion issue will be .
determine~ ~ythe outcome oUhe student poll.
,
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This is a serious time in the history of Boise
State University, as a member of the Senate I
know what the issues are and have worked
towards making the senate more responsive
to the student body. It's my desire as a student
as well as a senator to see an increase in state
funding. We at BSU are on the bottom of the
funding list; I am now and will continue to lobby
for Boise State at the State Capital. With an
increase in funding, teachers will be paid more,
more class rooms(not at student expense), and
hopefully adequate parking. I stand opposed to
changing the semester time frame, a proposed
semester time change would mess up
everybody's Christmas vacation, with finals in
January. If student fees are increased by the
State Board, I will work towards placement of
. the increase to the students wants, not what the
ID Administration wants. I want and need yourJim arshausupport to stand up for BSU, please give me
this chance. I thank you for the support you
have given me and appreciate your continued
support.
I've been a. full-time student for 2 years now I m
and I want to 'get involved in the workings of "oe.
student government.
The Senate has quite a lot to do with affecting
students and I want it to be totally beneficial.
One thing that bugs me is that Boise State gets
the smallest amount of money per student
compared to the other universities in Idaho.
B.S.U. is working on being a Nationaly
Accredited school. This would help get Boise
State recognized in the Job Market. Hopefully,
being recognized like this will help improve the
legislature's attitude toward Boise State.
I believe that elected officials are responsible
for keeping lines of communication open
between themselves and their constituents. At
a guest lecture Wednesday, Joel Schaltz
explained that we already have that problem
with state representatives. I am quite sure I can
help alleviate that problem with students.
I want to be a senator because I know I've got
what it takes to be a good one.
fives ats
During the coming year there will be many
~~ti~:;Si:;~ues that arise at Boise StateSteve Jensen
If elected student senator, my goal would be to
solve these issues in the interest of the majority
of students.
I am opposed to any unneeded fee increase.
However, should any fee increases be imposed
by the State Board, I would work toward
directing these increases to areas that the
majority of the student body supports.
State funding is a serious problem at BSU.
Boise State University has the right to receive
an equal share of state funding. With an
increase in funding, BSU could make great
gains academically. As a student leader I would
work hard, through effective lobbying, to obtain
a funding increase from the legislature.
Thank you for the support you have given me
thus far. and I would appreciate your continued
support.
latty
I see three problems at Boise State that I
would like to solve:
1. The State Board has been toying with t~e
idea of raising fees--not because the money IS
needed, but simply because they feel fe~s
should be higher. I will never accept this
reasoning.
2. Certain members of the faculty and
administration seem to believe that students
cannot receive a good .education without an
overwhelming burden of social and academic
regulations. I disagree.
3. Sometimes members of student government.
forget that student fees belong to the students
and not to the government. I won't forget.
If you perceive the same problems I .do, I
would appreciate your vote (In fact, even If y~uJohnson don't p.erceive the same problems, I would still
appreciate your vote).
I am running for student senator of the School
of Business for- several reasons.
First, I am enthusiastic about Boise State and
its potential in the future. I would like to be part
of the group that prepares for the future.
Second, I would like to voice my ideas and
opinions on various campus policies and
procedures.
Third, I appreciate working for people and
with .people and consider working in the
Student Senate as a way of accomplishing this.
I will fully apply myself toward serving the Ba 0,..1 WAlta,s
students of Boise State University. ft"liii" U ~ 'iT
Do
HochstfQSSerr
Ann Dabitt
was
unavailable
fer comment
Boise State is growing at a staggering rate and
I believe that we need trusted and hard working
Boise State is a rapid growing university senators to support the ideas of the students.
caused by student needs. Its growth must be This growth will be beneficial to the students
directed in such a way that it benefits the through foresight, hard work and strategic
students to the greatest degree. The only way planning. I believe that I can help the students
for this to be accomplished is through by representing their ideas in the Senate. This
intelligent planning. The Student Senate, is extremely important because the students are
representing the students, needs to have a the heartbeat of the university.
yoke in this planning, because who knows the With my enthusiasm, dedication, and
needs of Boise State better than the students. I diligence I will pursue the goals and objectives E • 'V k
will work persistently in planning the future of of the students of Boise State University. tn.e w cat ins
BSU.Jim Pepple
Qualities needed in a person who is a senator,
are first and foremost, a good mind, and ability
to think and speak clearly.
One thing that is perfectly clear to me is how
many of the students are going to feel the
crunch of a fifty dollar increase in tuition.
A single veteran receiving $292.00 per month
will feel the crunch, students working to put
themselves through school will feel the
squeeze. It will be a financial hardship on most
students and we were not asked whether we
wanted the fee increase.
It all happens too fast. I reject the
get-it-done, make-it-happen thinking. I want to
slow things down so I understand them better, a -
stop, look and listen attitude is needed in our Patrick
BOise State Senate.
lfilangAI/I4L.aA It .i~a difficult t~sk to prepare a statement for
Yv v\Jlmllllv~ political office Without coming on too strong.
- Many public officials promise too much and
later realize they cannot fullfill promises. It is
better to state you will try your best to work
your hardest and do your best. The students
here are the best judges of one's sincerity and
can judge who will do the best job possible.
I know the issues at hand from the Day Care
Center to the Incorporation of the ASB, the
Pavillion issue and more. The facts behind
these things I must learn completely. I can and
will do the best job for the students at BSU.
I am running for Senator for the School of
Business and I really want to be your Senator
badly. I am competent and will get in there and
fight and devote time, work and energy for the
BSU students. -
Shane
Wiench
General
.. ····.4.•DO-·
,'"
.·Tick.l:. avail.bl. at the'
. . '. J
. ".SUB I"fa ElQal:h,
Bud,.t;.Tap •• & R..':ard.;
.\ "
: I,.
-r.
.Cart TheodQf. Dreyer - Delimark '
. Jf Dreyer created a realistic world of vampires and .
evUIn,hls earll~rVClmpy;, here he brings to the ' ..
screen the evil (?) of witchcraft and the,trials that
.surrounded those condernnedo] being In league
with the prince of darkness. '. .... . .'
..' . ".:" -. .,.',. ". '. .r.>. . ..". . . .: 'j',
, 'In 1923, an .oldwoman Is condemned 'asa witch by a "
.' judgewhohad earlier spared the mother of his: ".
:ypung wife:BL!rnt at the stake, she curses the jUdge.~ ,
The story continues asmore are condemned, The
mood and texture of Day of Wrath have not been .
·equaled~ It i~aslf the film weremade~O·Years··. -.. .'
ago· .... .
. . '.'; .", .' -'
. The film~as produced in 1942 and released In 1'943
under t~e Nazi occupation of Denmar~.· .., .
. . ','
. '
. . . _ '. .,....__ ~~ .•~","_ i . '.• ...-...... "'-.\ ._~oI!
~"'. C~ ::.~~f:~ - ~~."~: J .:~) .. _; ..'': .. ', ', \. ...~l.:· ~'. ' ~'.:.;-:·..~I' ..,:
• •..... ,. •__ '.' • ~_ ... ,_ .... ,,_. 4 !.'" ~.• '•• _ '_'., ;,' y ,'" ...... _ ,- T'.~ ..... "l ~ :. '.~ \ ..... ,., t' ... 0' .. ~, .. - ........... ".. , • , .. ,..- t - oJ_ ., ..... ~- .. 3, IT·· .. '0 • ,. -. , 1' .• " ., ~ " • ,.., • " • , ;; •
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Redbone: painstaki~g, sly
by MIke Carter
His every action is a painstak-:
ing deliberation. And a
perpetually .sly smile-the kind
you were always taught to
beware-hints at a secret from
,within. These are your first
impressions of Leon Redbone.
In1969 or 1970 Leon descended
(or appeared out of nowhere, as
many claim) upon the city of
Toronto to become a peculiar
addition to its folk and poolroom
scenes. Before that, its pure
conjecture.
His repertoire consists mainly ,I
of early ragtime and jazz with an
occassional ballad ar blues piece
slipped in, all of which date back i
to"the 20's or 30's. The most,
remarkable thing about Leon
'Redbone is that he's so'
accurate in every aspect of his
presentation-from his seat sing-
ing to his yodeling to his
authentic nasally slurred vocals
to the unerring accuracy of his
Blind Blake-styled ragtime pia-
no type of guitar playing. It's
. been said that when he plays
you can almost hear the surface
noise. He's that convincing.
In 1972, Leon was asked for
some biographical material. He
sent in a sheet of paper saying,
"My name is Blind James;
Hocum. I come from New I
Orleans and the reason I wear'
Contemporary percussionists
dark glasses all the time is
because I i,~used to lead Blind
-Blake through the South."
Nobody knows for sure where
Leon Redbone is from or hov
old he ready is. When asked b) ,
a reporter, ~,'Where were you
born, Leon?';, he replied; "I
wish I knew. Doesn't matter
anyway. Makes no difference.
It's what you make of it that
really matters." Asked another
'question- about where he first
played publicly, he said, "The
first place I -ever played i
publicly, was in a pool hall, but I
wasn't playing guitar, you see.
I was playing pool.
Ah I, truth and still waters run
deep.
Blackearth roup performs
On Wednesday and Thursday,'
March 9-10, the Boise State,
University Music Department
will host the nationally-famous.
Blackearth Percussion Group'
with the cooperation of the BSU
Programs Board.
The Blackearth percussion,
Group enjoys a distinguished:
reputation as one of the
foremost 'exponents of con-
temporary percussion music.
Throughout the United States, it
has become known for its
intensive efforts in bringing new
music to the people, and is one
of the most significant groups in
the recent movement towards
collective music-making. Stacey
Bowers, David Johnson, Garry
Kvistad and Allen Otte are
****************-: . TEQ-UllA-PARTY' :
"~ EVERY MONDAY 8-12PM' it
~ '-tc
,.. AU shots of ~"O~te
,.. PANCHO VILLA 4JJ .. te
~ TEQUILA , ~
'''Drawings for T-shirts, Sombre-
)fros, Belt Buckles
,..- EVERYTUESDAYNIGHT ~
,.. COUNT~Y WESTERN MUSIC)~
,.EVERY WEDNESDAY--NIGHT
~ DANCE CO~TEST
ltBest couple on the floor wins a:case of beer. Contest at 10:00
~~M. ~
,.. EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT' ~*' "Down Memory Lane" ~
~nance to the music of the :
,.. 40's,50's & 60,s. ,~*' FRIDAY & SATURDAY iiC*' NIGHTS· I~*' \~*' Dance to \.it
*,The latest Disco MuslcltC* EVERY NIGHT it*' ! I ~,.. Spirits-Garnes-Dancing ~*' PinbaIl-FoosbaIl-Pool ~
.~ Happy Hour-2 for 1 ~*' Mon. thruFri. 5PM-7PM I ~*' No Cover Charge i il
:UNCLE SAM '5 DISCO:'*' 7i2 N. Orchard , il*' [~ormerly The Turtle J I ill~*****~*~*~****1
faculty artists-in-residence at I
Nortern Dlinois University.
They have toured the U.S.,
Europe and Canada, appearing
at universities on concert series,
with symphony orchestras, and
in coffee houses. Blackearth's
repertoire draws on new music
from around the world, as well
as works by members of the
group, and numerous compos-
tions written expressly for them.
Advancing the art of composi-
tion for percussion, and society
are two of the group's main
objectives.
Stacey Bowers received a BM
and a ¥M from Northern'
Dlinois University. He is pre- ;
sently working with La Boue, an I
experimental music collective. '
He is an instructor at" the!
Saskatchewan School of the
Arts: i
David Johnson received his'
BFA at the California Institute
of the Arts. He was formerly a,
...............
Schaal Casts'
Enaulgh!i
VDTEDDWN
PAVILLIDN
FEES'
Put. dael,Hachstrasser
In The Senate,
Schaal af·
Busine •• :••••••••••••••
member of the California New
Music Ensemble and an extra
percussionist with the Los,
Angeles Chamber Orchestra.
He is presently an instructor at
Beloit College.
Garry Kvistad received his BM
at Oberlin. Conservatory. He
was formerly a percussionist
with the Creative Associates of
Buffalo and he is founder of the
Oberlin Contemporary Chamber
Ensemble. He is now and
instructor at the Saskatchewan
School of the Arts.
Allen Otte received his BM at,
the Oberlin Conservatory. He
was formerly a percussionist
....with the Creative Associates of'
Buffalo and he is founder of the I
Oberlin Contemporary Chamber I
Ensemble. He, "is now the:
instructor at the Saskatchewan
School of the Arts.
Allen Otte received his BM at
the Oberlin Conservatory. He is:
founder of the Oberlin Improvi-
sation Group. Otte is also editor
of Percussionist's Anthology of
New Music and Ideas. He is an
•instructor at, the Saskatchewan
School of the Arts.
The Blackearth Percussion
group will be holding work-
shops, lectures, clinics, master
classes, etc. on both Wednesday
and Thursday in the BSU:
Special Events Center. Their
stay on campus will culminate
. with a concert of contemporary
percussion music in the Special
Events Center at 8:15 PM on
Thursday evening, March 10.
The public is cordially invited to
attend any and all events.
absolutely free of charge. (A list
of workshop topics and times,
can be obtained from the BSUi
Music Cepartment Office).
Philharmonic tours area
The Boise Philharmonic and,
music director, Daniel Stem,
will present its sixth out-of-town
concert of the 1976-1977 season,
in Payette High School auditor- I
ium. Robert Hladky (lad-kee),
cellist, and Roy Mann, violinist,
guest artists for the Philhar-
monic's Boise concerts on
Monday, March 7 and Tuesday,
March 8, will present an encore
performance of Brahms' monu-
mental work in the concerto
repertoire, the' Concerto for
Violin and Cello. 'The program
also includes the Concerto
Grosso No.•1 by Bloch, and the
popular Symphony No. 94
("Surprise") by Haydn. The
repeat concert is sponsored by
the Payette Fine Arts Commit-
tee in cooperation with the First
Security Bank. Tickets are now
available at the Payette Fine
Arts Committee in cooperation
with the First Security Bank.
Tickets are now available at the
Payette branch of the First
Security Bank, and they will be
sold at the box office on March
10.
The Boise Philharmonic tour-
ing program is presented with
the assistance of a matching'
grant from the Idaho Commis-:
sion on the Arts and Humani-'
ties, and the National Endow-
.ment of the Arts, Washington,
D.C. In October, 1976, the
Philharmonic and guest artist,
cellist Leonard Rose, performed
in Nampa at Northwest Naza-
rene College. Classical guitar-
ists Joseph Baldassarre and
George Thomason appeared
with the orchestra in Emmett in
December, 1976. They repeated
their performance in Sun Valley
on February 4 and in Mountain
Home on February 10.
The orchestra and soloist,
Eugene Istomin, pianist, will
perform in Caldwell on April 19,
as part of the College of Idaho
Fine Arts Series. This concert
will be their final performance'
of the 1976-1977 season.
Tickets for the Boise Philhar-
monic's fourth series of con-.
certs, Monday, March 7 (Family
Night) and Tuesday, March 8,
are now on sale at the
Philharmonic office, 1020 W.
Franklin, weekdays, 2 to 5 P.M.
For information, call 344-7849.
William Matthews
second in Boise
'Five Poets' series
William Matthews, a poet
from the University of Colorado,
will be in Boise March 9-10 as
the second in the "Five Poets"
series sponsored byBSU, Boise
Gallery of Art, Boise Public
Library, Idaho Heritage, Boise
Public Schools and Observer
Books.
Matthews will give a talk on
"Where Poems Come From"
and read his, own poetry at the
Boise Gallery of Art on March 9
, and at the BSU Student Union
Building March 10. Both read-
ings will start at 8 pm.
The poet is currently on leave
from his teaching post at ,
Colorado to instruct poetry at'
the University of Iowa writers'
workshop.
He,earned a degree from Yale
University and did graduate
work at the University of North
Carolina.
While he was there he started
the well known magazine
Llllebulero, which attracted
contributions from several
prominent poets.
Later Matthews taught at
iCnl1IG nUnST @ DOD Lrf1110n~
.~ , . rOIt -~-EnliTOItS liItTS @ SCIEnCES, . i~ =
Cornell and finally. went to the
University of Colorado.
He has won a National
Endowment for the Arts Fellow-
ship in 1975 and has authored I
three books, including Sleek the' '
Long FUght, Running the New
Road, and his most recent,
Sticks and Stones. .
The "Five Poets" series
started last month with the
appearance of San '[Francisco
Beat poet Lawrence Ferlinghet-
ti. Other poets scheduled for
Boise readings are Robert Bly,'
Marge Piercy and Sandra
McPherson.
, Kevin Schmid, so~ of Mr.' and I,
. Mrs." ,JoSeph Sc)tmid, 'is the'
'valedictorian of hiS senior class
, at New Plyniouth I:Iigh, School,
'where'he is active in the choir,
'band, and football'. ',He, is a '
'Natronal Merit finalist inscho~
.lastic competitioil~ Pianist
, Schmid, 'formerly a student of
his mother, is now it student of.
Adelaide Anderson Marshall.
He will appear with' .the
, orchestra in the FirSt Movement
of the ' .Beethoven PIANO
,CONCERTO NO.1.
Clarinetist Brent' Jensen is a
'junior at 'Boise High School
where he, is 'Pl'9minent in
'various instrumental groups and
is an honor student. Son of Mr.
, and Mrs. David Jensen, Brent
, has recently been selected to be
a member of, the 1977 All
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One of the most celebrated events on television last year was
the story of Eleanor and Franklin Rooseveltin theitearly.
, years, Now, Jane Alexander and Edward Herrmann continue,
, their portrayals of the Roosevelts in "Eleanor and Franklin:
The White House Years:' Don't miss it.
"'EleanorandFranklin:The White Housejears'
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betterment ,of the world ••••"
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. 'COMING APRIL 27 -- a Greek
Week Event! Gamma Phi Beta
1st AnnUal Car Rally. A test of"
drlvIng'skID. Watch for further
'details. '
200 MM, LENS FOR NlKON-~
Automatic .,Veu ,"Lens 'with
Body Caps. Good qUalItY leu,',
excellent condl410n. S3S~OO~
Phone 344-9577 8-9 am & after 2
pm. , Trivia Rat!.~ ";, . . .
. ,~. Frank, I.Q. Test, The
Shltblrd, ,'11le . Bigot, "Owyhee'
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1. Coffee soda with coffee and;' '.8, Fala' was a Scotch terrier .
, ' . , . 'i
, chocolate syrup., , ' 9. A zootsuit; a popular'outfit-for
men in 1942... . ,
:~3.· ..Beyond th~BlU~ Horizon.'
io. Elmo Lincoln; Gene Polar,
,P. Dempsey Tabler,James
Pierce~ Frank Merrill, 'Johllny
.' Weissmuiler,' Herman Brix~'
, ", Buster, Crabbe~ 'GleDD,' Mo...ps;
Lex Barter, Gordon Scot~;
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~). collegiate_games
Boise women host tourn
March 11 and 12 to compete in
the NCWSA Large College
Regionals from which one team
will emerge to represent region
9 at the AlAW national
basketball tournament in Min-
neapolis, Minnesota March
23-26. In this weekend's action,
Boise will meet Portland State
Friday at 6 p.m. in the Bronco
gym, and Western Washington
will .meet Montana State at 8
p.m, On Saturday, the two
losing teams will meet for the I
consolation title and the two
winning teams will play at 8
p.m. for the championship and
the right to advance to
nationals.
northern-southern area of reo
0' r gion 9. Portland State, with one,
loss, defeated the University of
Washington in a Sunday Morn-
ing playoff game 59-55 to claim
the number two qualifying
place. Western Washington's
Joni Slagle averaged 22.3 points
per game during tournament
action while Sue Smith of
Portland State led her team with
12.3 points per contest. Karen
Strong led the Vikings of
Portland in rebounds with 12.0
per clash, and' Jan. Johnston
averaged 11.0 rebounds for
Western Washington.
The four teams will converge
upon the Boise State campus
ionship game with MSU Satur-
da:y.
Meanwhile, in Northern-
Southern regional action in
Portland, Western Washington
emerged undefeated to advance
to the AlAW national qualifying
tournament this week at Boise
State with Portland State
grabbing the number two
position. WWSCsqueaked past
the University of Alaska at
Fairbanks 68-66 in first-night
action, slipped past the Univer-
sity of Washington 70-65 and
managed to defeat Portland
State for the second time this
season 51-46 to earn them the
number one position fro~ the
during Saturday's champion-
ship game.
JoAnn Burrell led the Broncos I
in scoring over the weekend as
she averaged 19.3 points per
game, almost five points more
than her seasonal average.
• Burrell also boosted her re-
bounding average as she reach-
ed for a three-game average of,
15.6 while Elaine Elliott put
together a 14..3 'point per game
average during tournament'
play. The entire Bronco team
overcame a seasonal problem in
turnovers as the BSU women,
who had averaged 26.0 turn-
overs per game, committed only
eight turnovers in the champ-!
by Julie Howard
The Boise State women's
basketball team emerged num-
ber one from the Eastern Area
. Regionals last weekend to
advance to the NCWSA Large
College Regionals at Boise State
March 11 and 12. Montana State
will also advance as the number
two team in the eastern area.
The BSU women remained
undefeated through tournament
action as they defeated Univer-
sity of Idaho 64-42 during
first-night action,' Eastern
Washington 73-47, and then
defeated Montana State 73-56
Wrestler
inSi
BSUgymnasts win meef
nast Jerrie Sievers performed a
near-perfect bars routine that
. earned her a 9.0 score and a first
place in that area.
"We got some really good
performances," said Boise State
coach Pat Holman. "The kids
were inspired and we really feel
like it's a meet that got us ready
for regionals."
fourth to give the Broncos their
seventh meet victory and the top
three all-around honors.
Nancy Wilkins took first place
all-around with 31.50 points.
Wdtins placed in all four events
. inCluding a tie for first on the
. vault with Washington State's
Jamie Ness, and second on the
bars.
Second place all,around honors '
went to Gail Harris with 31.35
points. Harris also placed in
every event, taking second on
the vault and floor exercise.
Freshman Judy 'Wilkins
claimed first place positions on
the beam and floor for third
place all-around with 3t..10.
In addition to the three
all-around winners, BSU gYJJ:1-
by JuDe Howard
Showing an impressive dis-
play of scoring consistency, the
Boise State gymnasts marched
off with victories over Washing-
ton State and Brigham YoUng
during final meet competition
Saturday. BSU tallied up 128.85
points while WSU was second
with 109.55, and BYU placed
third with 88.20.
The triangular meet was
dedicated to BSU graduating
senior gymnast Cindy Wood-
worth. And so it was' in
Woodworth's name that Boise
State gymnasts completely
dominated the competition,
placing a clean-cut first in three
events and tying for first in the
and will compete in the
nationals on March 18 and 19.
_Matthews, named the tourn-
ey's outstanding wrestler,
pinned Andy Lassak of ISU in
the first round to gain his title.
Needs pinned Northern Ari-
zona's Mike Ryan in the second
. for his crown. Cedillo and
Watson got substantial deci-
sions over Tim Nelson of
Montana and Richard Hoopes of
Weber State, respectively, and
Grasso squeaked out a 3-2
decision over ISU's' Brian
Farmer.
by Bud Humphrey
After some trouble iD the first
two rounds, BSU's Bronco
wrestling .squad tightened up
and pulled out an unprecedent-
ed fourth consecutive Big Sky
championship. Five of coach
Mike -Young's grapplers won
class titles, including senior
Randy Watson, whose cham-
pionship this year at 158 pounds
is his fourth straight as well.
Going into the final round of
matches, Idaho State had six
wrestlers in the championship
finals to BSU's five. However,
. only Craig Young at 142 and
Jack Ponce in heavyweight won
their finals for the Bengals, who
. ended the meet 61,4 points
behind the Broncos.
Watson, seniors Hector Ce-
dillo (118), Tim Matthews (177),
Steve Needs (190) and sopho-
more Lou Grasso (167) all
earned first place in the meet,
The NCWSA gymnastic re-
gional competition will be held
this weekend March 11 and 12
at the Universityof Montana in
Missoula.
Boise State 125.85, Washington
State 109.55, Brigham Young
88.20.
The Broncos also did well in
the consolation finals, winning
two of three. Junior Leon
Madsen, spotted first before the
tournament, lost to ISU's Ray
Sargeant in the quarterfinals in
the 126 pound class, but came
back to win third place, as did
senior Jim Billingsley at 134.
Surprising freshman Rudy Ce-
dillo came in fourth at 142.
AD-around: 1. Nancy Wilkins
(BSU) 2. Gail Harris (BSU) '3.
Judy Wilkins (BSU)
Vault: 1. Nancy Wilkins (BSU)
and Jamie Ness (WSU) 2. Gail '
Harris (BSU) 3. Patty Martinson
(BYU)
Bars: 1. Jerrie Sievers (BSU) 2.
Nancy Wilkins (BSU) 3. Gail
Harris (BSU)
Beam: 1. Judy wilkins (BSU) 2.
Jill Crandall (BYU) 3. Gail
Harris (BSU)
Floor: 1. Judy Wilkins (BSU) 2.
Gail Harris (BSU) 3. Nancy
Wilkins (BSU)
liN 'o One 0
Knows the
Athlete's Foot,
like ...,
TENNIS,/Wke
Cole & Ustick 377-2370 Cole Village: Tennis preview
would have been the team's
only senior this year.
However, not all of Corn-
well's surprises have been
unpleasant. SOphomore Nelson
Gourley has improved enough
since last year to challenge Mike
Megale, also a sophomore, for
the number one spot. Megale
held that spot all of last year.
Two freshmen, Boise High's
Huey Reed and Idaho Fall's Ken
Wong, have shown enough class
to gain spots in the varsity right
away.
The Broncos netmen this year '
i [coot. OD p. 19] I
by Bud Humphrey
There were more personnel
changes than coach Bob Corn-
well, had counted on, but even
after, adjustment, the Boise
State tennis team should still;
look strong for the 1977 season.
As if losing last year's second .
and third spot players, Nacho
Larraeoecbea and Dennis Gib-
bens, to graduation- wasn't
enough, Mike Sandercock, last
year a junior transfer from an '.
Ohio junior college, had to miss
competition this year because of
health problems. 'Sandercock
, '''We'll win more, than' we·
lOse,"Va~ghnexpressed for hi~
. upoomingseaSoD,"we~lIfi~ure "season, he -'~as' the '~ost' 'since :tlte inn~vation ofa ,fteshlnan, btit iscon~ntrating"
, in the" NORPAC 'champion-, effective,pitche~ in .the Confer~", ''design~ted 'hitter in 'to,' college:,,:', Ids, sophomore year' ~t ,center- :
ship;" , The Northern 'Pacific ,en<:e.", ' " ' , " play" Vaughn, can :~tUiiethe,:"field.,yaughri utilii~s :Ho~ings-,'
'AtheleticConference.lsirideed Ii ' "Crnkovich is a senior' mnn' , talents of.,both simaltaneously, " worth's mobility 'and quickness'
Comp~titiv~"Ieague, 'dr~Wing ISilvertoiJ.; who was 3~4 ,last,~GuistiatD;H~, subbing at,: "lit thepivot81 pQ~ition.' WaJJy ,
,scltools from Washington',' 'season; ,tRnce, Leininger," a I' times for Roach at catcher. Foster ended his 'basketball,
"Qregon, and Idaho, with BOise',: freshman from Billings, Will," Bnmt M8xwellcu"'ten~yholds: seasori early, to coilc~mt.rateon: '
, State sticking ouf:right in the' start some' games this year;' as" down' first base,' of "whom" 'the outfield.'. Frarik Lococois a:
middleof it.' As they'liave in the 'will Mike, Montgomery" their " VaughndesCrlbed as improved' ~efensive' player;, Al Leist' is; a I
BigSky, :SSUplans to take their ' top reliever. 'Coach Vaughn, ,defensively: ,The, :senior ,from 'pOssiblen:H.; right- fiel4 has I ,
,share Qf't~e NORPAC cr9Wn~, noted he had no' set pitching Boise; sill be , joined, by ace Steve Patton secured, with Tim..':
evidenced in the second place, ',rotation, but would evaluate , second baseman Dale Baldwm,'" ,Cavan 'at right or .centet, t!iei ,
finish in the conference last" each performance; for a possible' 'a, unlll1imousAll~Conference' outfield is strong, quick, and,:·"
spring. Piloting his team to a start. Alongwiththe former(s), '< choice, who,bit, 290 .while.: -sho\lld oomplimentthe)nfield. i
16-8 conference, 32~17.overall John :McHenry, 1-0, Larry' 'terrorizingC)pponents, With his I After the College,of Idaho,'
record, Vaughn sized up, the ~ Froemming 2-1~and Steve Van " field play. John'McHeDl-y;the ' " ' BSU travels to, California, for;
teams;' ' , ': Stone, 2-0,', seem likely pro-. ., "big stick" ofthesquad, with 9., ' , .three-zames, with SanFr~sisCo
.spects to start. homeruns, secures third, while U. and S.F. State, ",hile' going:'
transfers Jerry .Dlekinson .and .. to Stocktonto battle with Pacific;'
Jon Guy battle for shortstop: ' , on March 14. :Vaughn Wili use:
"The infield is, strong defen- " ',the month, of Match ,as .a'trial i
sively ...we ' might 's'acrifice 'a period, to size~uphis,p~spect$, i·
little, offense.'~ Vaughn's in-, move,around some players; and I
fielders make' up .with theit'" " prepare' fQr,the 'thrust, of, ,the ~
fieldingtalents alid shouldenjoy : ','seasOn in April.H;e has lost"
a good' season.' players through graduation. yet ,;
the freshmen should, pull the
slack, ,and his pitcJie~ stay I
trUe to form and reputation. ',I,
BSUwill challenge Gonzaga for!
the NORPAC cba.mpioliShips\' ,
with the all important show-,
doWn set iD BoiseApril15 8d6. i '
, . . .
"GOnzaga ~~tough" they won:
the " titlej Puget, , Sound, is'
tougher; Portland ,State took' '
third; University, of' Seattle '
should be improved' over last,
year."" , ..
Boise State will collide with a '
, n'umber ,of non-conference ~'
,opposition this year, including I
. two San Fransisco teams, ana'
their pitchinR staff pOses"itself .'
the most potent intimidator.
"It's' fairly stroQ.g; Mike'
Crnkovich,,is probably the' top
$tarter; in innings pitched, total
"I've' gotten quite a, few
,cOriipietegames, eighteen; Brad'
, McArther has a good chance tQ
be a starter, lte' pitched
effectively (4-2)~Froemming iSI
potentiallya big asset,' he shows,
signs of brilliance/' .
Atthe other end of the battery,
,Va~ghnhas a pleasant choiceof
catchers, both of whomwillplay
, , concurrently and' can' fill in' for '
each other. Steve Roach is a,'
strong: defensive player, while'
Mike Guisti isa threat at bat.
, ,Theoutfield is a combinationof !
versatility"and speed, with,
'all-around players ,vying' for j
,spots. Ken' lfollingsworth :
, showedpromiseat running back , '
•on'the varsity footballt~am as a i
Broncos sweep eof lin
.openers, 4-0,' 10-2 '
the, Broncos take, a road trip tp, ," FratlciscoState, and University,'
'San ~r~~c!scoto play,US~' San, ," of PaCUic. '
, "
, 'rim Cavan uDleashes a tWo-~homer Inthe fifth InDIng InthenJgJiteap/
of ,Satul'day'sC' of I doubleheader. ',. . , ' ',' ' , '" I"
, '
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Tucker: UNL V to beat USF
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by Benjamin Tucker
Last year's NCAA runner-up
squad, the University of Michi-
gan Wolverines, jumped into
the number one position in the
ARBITER Division I College'
Basketball Poll this week, after
last week's number one and two
teams, San Francisco and
Kentucky, both lost. The Wol-
verines climbed from third-
ranked a week ago with victories
over Illinois, and NCAA playoff
bound Purdue and Marquette. '
The University of Nevada-Las'
Vegas climbed into the number
two spot after demolishing
Hawaii and Pepperdine. Num-'
ber three this week is Arkansas,
who upped their record to 26-1
by winning the Southwest
Conference championship over
Houston.
San Francisco, after losing
their first game of the year to
Notre Dame 93-82, holds fourth,
this week. North Carolina is fifth
in the March 6 poll after
winning the Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament. UCLA
jumped from seventh to sixth in
the new poll.
Kentucky fell from second to
eighth after losing to Tennessee
81-79. The Volunteers climbed
from fifteenth to ninth this
week. Alabama, taking advant-
age of other teams' losses, rose
from eleventh to number eight.
Tenth this week is Minnesota, '
on probation and ineligible for
any post-season play.
Results of the March 6 poll
with records through that date: .
. ARBITER Poll
1. Michigan (24-3)
2. UNLV (25-2)
3. Arkansas (26-1)
4. USF (29-1)
5. North Carolina (24-4)
6. UCLA (23-4)
7. Kentucky (23-3)
8. Alabama (22-4)
9. Tennessee (21-5)
10. Minnesota (24-3)
.-~
Others recerving votes: Provi-
dence (25-3), Syracuse (26-3),
LouisviJIe (21-6), Cincinnati
(25-4), Utah (21-6), Idaho State
(23-4), Indiana State (25-2), VMI '
(25-3), Notre Dame (21-6).
The week of March 7 features
the end of regular season play
and the beginning of the NCAA
playoffs.
Monday night, three SEC
powerhouses finish their season
and the Mid-American Confer-
ence holds a playoff to deter-
mine their entrance into the
NCAA tournament.
Tennessee, Kentucky, and
Alabama should all finish their
regular seasons with' wins. A
win by Tennessee will insure the
Volunteers of the SEC cham-
pionship. The Miami (Ohio)-
Central Michigan clash for the
Mid-American crown will have
two teams which have ended the
season with a flourish. The
Redskins should defeat the
Chippewas and capture the
NCAA bid.
Last week's record was 18-3
(.857 percentage) to raise the
seasonal mark to 157-44, for a
.822 slate.
March 7
Florida at Alabama (+ 7)
Kentucky (+6) at Georgia
Vanderbilt at Tennessee (+8)
Miami (+2) v. Cent. Michigan,
NCAA Tournament
March 12
Eastern sab-reglenals
74
72
60
55
50
43
37
30 '
29
24 '
VMI (25-3) v. Duquesne (19-10) ,
The Keydets, winners of the
Southern Conference playoffs
for the second year in a row,
should triumph over surprise
EIBL champ Duquesne. Du-
quesne upset Massachusetts
and Villanova on their way to
the championship behind the
play of All-East guard Norm
Nixon, but VMI's John Krovic
and 6-6 Will Bynum will be
more than the Dukes can
handle. VMI by 12. '
Princeton (19-5) v. Kentucky
(23-3)
Ivy League champion Prince-
ton faces the unenviable task of
playing SEC runner-up Kentuc-
ky in, the opening round. The
Wildcats, who have lost only to
Tennessee and Utah this year,
should overpower the Tigers
_ behind the play of 6-11 starters
Rick Robey and Mike Phillips.
Kentucky by 14.
Hofstra (17-12) v. Notre Dame
(21-6)
.The Flying Dutchmen will go
down in flames against the
Irish. Winners of the ECC East
Tournament, Hofstra's toughest
opponent this year was Virginia
(12-17) of the ACe. The Irish,
with Duck Williams and Toby
Knight leading the offense,
upset USF last weekend, and
will handle the Dutchmen with
ease. Notre Dame by 11.
North Carolina (24-4) v. Purdue
(19-8)
The Tar Heels, who became
the first favorite to win the ACC
playoffs in three years, should
advance to the Eastern region-
als with a victory over the
Boilermakers. North Carolina
will be led by All-Americans
Phil Ford and Walter Davis,
while Purdue is led by 6-2 guard
Bruce Parkinson. North Caro-
lina by 10.
Mid-eastern sub-reglonals
Michigan (24-3) v. Holy Cross
(22-5)
The top-ranked Wolverines,
led, by All-Americans Rickey
Green and Phil Hubbard, face'
ECAC eastern champion Holy
Cross, led by 6-5 junior Mike
Vicens and 6-7 junior Chris
Potter. The Big Ten champs
should easily dispose of the
Cross on their way to another
shot at the NCAA' champion-
ship. Michigan by 14.
Miami (20-6) v. UNC-Charlotte
(22-3)
North Carolina-Charlotte,
which nearly 'won the NIT last
year (losing 71-67 to Kentucky
in the finals), are led by 6·8
"Cornbread" Maxwell and 6-4'
Lew Massey. UNCC has lost,
only to Tennessee, Wake
Forest and New Mexico State
this year, while the Redskins
have lost to Purdue, Cincinnati,
and three MAC teams. UNC-
Charlotte by 6.
Middle Tennessee (20-8) v.
Detroit (24-3)
Middle Tennessee, which
shocked Austin Peay to claim
the Ohio Valley crown, faces
at-large entrant Detroit in Baton
Rouge. The Titans, who lost
only to Minnesota before being
upset by Duquesne and Loyola-
Chicago, should manage to hold
off the upstart Tennesseeans.
Detroit by' 2.
Tennessee (21-5) v. Syracuse
(26-3)
Syracuse, led by 6-11 Roos-
evelt Bouie, became the domi-
nant team in the East this year,
defeating Maryland and Rut-
gers on their way to. the fifth
best record in the country. The
Volunteers, with All-Americans
Bernard King and Ernie Grun-
feld leading the way, won the:
SEC on the strength of two wins
over Kentucky. This could be
the best match-up of the
weekend. Tennessee by 8.
Mid-western sub-reglenals
. Cincinnati (25-4) v. Marquette
(20-7)
At the beginning of the year,
Lysander Spooner of the Sports
department of the ARBITER
said of the Warriors: "When the
going gets tough, Marquette
chokes." Enough said. Cincinn-
ati by 7.
Southern Illinois (22-6) v.
Arizona (21-5)
The champions of the Mis-
souri Valley, the Salukis upset
New Mexico State to claim the
title. Their luck will run out,
however, when they face the
WAC runner-up Wildcats. Ari-
zona, losers only to Detroit
outside the. WAC, are led by
all-time league scoring leader
Bob Elliott. Arizona by 6.
Kansas State (22-7) v. Provi-·
dence (25-3)
The Wildcats closed the
season by winning eight
straight, taking both the BIg 8
regular season and playoff
crowns. Led by 6-1 All-Ameri-
can Mike Evans, K State has
blown their opponents off the
court the last three weeks.
Providence will suffer the same
fate. Jl.SET SPECIAL. Kansas
State by 9.
Arkansas (26-1) v. Wake Forest
(20-7) ,_
The Razorbacks, who had the
nation's second best record
during the regular season; are
led by Ron Brewer and Sydney
(Dr. S) Moncrief. Coach Eddie
Sutton's charges face a Wake
Forest team which has played
inconsistently at best during the
last two weeks. Only a complete
turnaround will advance the
Deacons to the Mid-west re-
gionals. It won't happen ..
Arkansas by 11.
Western sub-reglenals
Utah (21-6) v. St. John's (19·7)
The Redskins-Redmen clash
could very well tum out to be,
the biggest mis-match of the'
playoffs. Utah has charged
through their schedule, beating
Kentucky, Arizona and UNLV
on the road. St. John's barely
survived the ECAC city finals.
I'll be conservative and pick
Utah by 9.
UCLA (23-4) v. Louisville (21-6)
With the absence of top
rebounder Larry Williams, the
Cardinals have managed only a
3-4 record. Louisville faces the
Bruins without. him, and that
spells big trouble. David Green-
wood and All-American Mar-
ques Johnson should control the
boards and help advance UCLA
into the Western regionals for
the tenth straight year. UCLA
by 9.
Idaho State (23-4) v. Long Beach
State (20-7)
The Bengals are 12-0 in the
Minidome this season, and the
Broncos will become victim
number thirteen. ISU becomes
the first Big Sky team to,
advance to the Western region-'
als of the NCAA since the 1972
Weber State Wildcats. Idaho
State by 7.
..uSF (29-1) v. UNLV (25-2)
What could be the best game
of the 1977 NCAA playoffs has
the Dons and the Rebels
battling in Tucson. While it may
se~m like going out on a limb, I
predict that the winner of this
game will play for the NCAA
championship in Atlanta on
March 28. The Dons, shocked
by Notre Dame last Saturday,
should rebound against Vegas.
The Rebels have lost only to
Utah and Illinois State this year.
A virtual toss-up, I'll go with
UNLV by 1.
The sixteen winners of this
week's games advance to
regionals held in College Park,
Maryland, Lexington, Kentuc-
ky, Oklahoma City and Provo,
Utah. Best bets to emerge from
the NCAA regionals and ad-
vance to the national finals are
Arkansas, UNLV, Michigan,
and North Carolina. At this
time, the best bet to win the
whole ball of wax at the Omni on
March 28 is Nevada-Las Vegas, ,
closely followed by last year's
runner-up, Michigan.
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, , "'chippingjn' acornbhtetf
points' and 25 boards. . . ,
. the final.game wasri'.t any,',
more Comfortable :for " Idaho .,'
·State fans". than··.t1;le ,previous'
,."evening's' contest. ,ISU led for
·most.of.the game; but never by
'more· than,five.·When Steve'
.',Hayes' fouled out with 6:32
.. remaining in ".the .'game;' it
,'.seemed' the. .Bengals were in
desperate trouble;' But ..the ..
.' magic of the Minidome rea-:
.' sserted itself; Ed Th()mpson and
Greg Griffin played •.' inspired
basketball and' Weber players,
· began 'disappeat:irig- Mayhew,'
Mattos and 'guard Bob Holgate -.
collected their fifth fouls and left
thegariie.' Thompson, who was
named. the. tourney MVP,
scattered the WSC zone with
deadly-accurate long shots and '.
Griffin smothered Wildcat .ral-
lies with crucial field goals and .
pressure free throws. With 1:51
left,Griffin put I~U ahead by six
and Weber's reserves had had
enough.
Even .if it turns out that Jim
Killingsworth' is a sorcerer or ..
that the Minidome is charmed, .
"the Bengals will have their work
. cut out for them next week when
they face Long Beach State in
the, first round" of the national
· playoffs in Pocatello .
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To everybody .else in.theBig"
, .SkY' Conference, it's a, curse.
'.. But toIdaho State; "it's •magic.
Perhaps. you could call'it the'
Minidome my.stique.' Whatever
it )s, Bengal head roach Jiin
Killingsworth seems' to summon
,it up like a wizard co~juring.
· spirits.:". . '. ".
. sO it wasthis weekend, as ISU
grabbed an NCAA playoff berth
.by. winning the Big Sky ..
· Tournament. The. Bengals
dowried .Montana .State 93-77
Friday night and then' dropped
Weber State '61~SS in the
tournament finals Saturday.'
.. The Montana ' 'State game,'
, wasn't the easy Bengal.victory
most Big Sky watchers had
predicted. The Bobcats held a
37-34 halftime l~ad and had
been ahead by as many as ~even
points. But when MSU's 6,11
center Bruce Smith twisted his .
, ankle llite in the first half, the
Bobcats lost their rebounding
edge and inside. offenSe. Bal-
ance keyed the ISU victory with.
7-foot· center Steve. Hayes
getting 26 points, and 18
· rebounds, guard Ed Thompson
hitting 19 points and' forWards
.Greg Griffin, and Jeff Cook
PtaY~ffs·.will be ,played after
. these games tonight.
. ToilrDament· '..
'Schedule ··1'tIareh8" ,
SemJ-6nals' .
.,Men's' Basketball
. 6:00 Little Feat v.Rods
7:00'. Celtics v.B-1Beavers
.Championship .
March 9.
'~eB'"
3&3
Net Knockers '
Vo-Tech .
Bumpers.
Maggot~ Melons .. '
".'rKE.n.. ':1"
StaDdlngs'
League A
Celtics
'. Shew's Screws
6ger's
Gunners . .'
The nZa~gerts
Corner Club
5-0.
4-1.
3-2
2-3
'2~3
O~S .
, ,
-.~5·0
3-2
3~2
3-2
1-4 '
0-5
. .' . ... .
.'7:00 WiDnersof Semi-finals ..'
. .Girls' BasketbaD .
" . ~
· SClied~e,Mo~cJay March 7
6:00 Supershorts ··v. White-·
Anglo~Ricans ,
" .
. Girl's intramural basketball
season: endedIast Wednesday
night with the Happy Hookers
winniDg the championship over
the Falling Stars by the score of
24-16: '. .
·.~ague B·
. ' .. J~ ,.:' ' ... ' ~~~in Rods .'
.. Squad to P's .
B.F.&S ...
UPS
KE
·[. tennis .•.; .•.•..
5-0
3~2
3·2
·2-3 .
2-3
0-5
. ,',
I-M ,Co-Ed Softball To Start I
~' ..
(cont~ &om p~16]
The .intramural dept. would
. like to announce rosters are now
being accepted f9f Coed softball
teams. 5 men and 5 women per
team.
deadline for rosters is March 24.
Play will begin M<m.March 28.
.' sign up nowl .
are young, with four Sopho~
mores, two freshmen,. and only
one junior. "'N~lson Gourley
and Mark Brown.(a sophomore)'
are probably ~e most improved
players over· last year," says
Cornwell.· ..OfCOurse,· Mike.
Megale was playing number one
last .year~ andhe~s always a
great player. " .
Gourley, Brown and Megale
. \Yillbe pla:r.ing the first, second
an,dthird spots for the upcoming
trip to California, with. Reed
rounding out the top·.four: .•
. Sam Weber; a sophomore up '"
from the junior varsity this year; .
wili play in the fifth. notch for
BSU. Weber is rated; along with
Gourley, as a top seed in this
summer's Idaho 'invitational
meet .
. "The young man I'm really
i~pressed with," says Corn-
well; ·.·is Ken Wong. He has
excellent ground strokes in
particular, and keeps .great
cOncentration. "Wong will be
, playing sixth, just ahead of Scott
· deGeus, a transfer.from a junior
· ' college in.California. ..
The· do'ubles teams look to be
Megale-Gourley, . Brown-Reed,
and Weber-Wong. .
The first week of the season
.cOuld be the toughest, as the
netmen will be playing Danza
Coliege of Capertino, San Jose
'State at San Jose, .Cal State~
Sacramento" ai' Sacramento,
Diablo Valley at Pleasant Hills,
Chico State, Fresno State,
University o( Portland, . and
..Butte College .at Chico--:~~ll' .
within the space of five days;
"The rest of the schedule is not
. quite firmed up' yet; but there .
.' aredeflnite'.dates with somere-
. specta~le opposition. HOveral~"
our'competition is stronger ~hls
. year than last," says Cornwell, .
·.·for example, Weber State is
pro\lablythe .~ttongest conten- .
.• .'der.'foi' the. Big' Sky title, arid
Uofrwillb~in consider.ation, as
... ,: ., .,.,always. . ... ' '. .
... , Outside of the . conference,'
"~e'llhave gqod competitlonin'
· '. the' University .of'Nevada~Las':. .. .
· . ':Vegas;'as well as :Nevada-.R~ito~. '.'.'
· '. We'ilsee':b9th,of them m. the'
Weber,:'State' Itivitat.ion~llate~ ..
. . 6n:.>UtaJ} •.State :ba~ :add~d ~::
" :' ci>iiple.o~',pl!1yer~;, and. shoul~~.
" have'a, strong '~ntingentY .'
, "."" .'. . .', ."-
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Little Feat
T.Y. Stickers
Old Men
Clickers
Kelley's Heroes
TKE,.·
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Wh811do yausav ••Budweisel®? ,
o When I'm.thin'king
about girls.
o .When I'm trying to
meet. girls.
. tJ' When I'~ondering
, .where in the world ...
aU.the girls are ..
..
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.WHO AN EST SER E THE STUDENTS?
The answer to
the question is
CHRIS I\UDD
ASD Vice President
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